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 Abstract 
 
The aim of this project is to analyse the representation of the Middle East in the American                 
foreign policy discourse, according to a timetable starting in the year of 2001 until 2006, by                
analysing selected quotes from 7 official speeches given by George W. Bush. This research              
draws mainly upon the representation of the binary images of oppositions in George W.              
Bush’s political discourse concerning the idea of “us” and “them”. ​It analyses the             
interrelation of use of language and discourse, which has an essential role in manipulating              
the public. ​Having in mind the Middle East’s local controlling powers like the political              
regimes/systems who had their own share in the representation and their own political             
agendas as well, despite the American ideology. 
Keywords:  
“Middle East”, “U.S. foreign policy” “Binary opposition”, “Critical Discourse Analysis”, “Representation”,           
“Language”, “Good”, “Evil”, “Other vs us”, “Terrorists”, “Fear”, “Danger”, ​“Democracy”, “The free world” 
 
 
Resumé - Dansk 
Formålet med dette projekt er at analysere hvordan Mellemøsten blev fremstillet i den             
amerikanske udenrigspolitiske diskurs i årene fra 2001 og indtil 2006 ved at analysere             
udvalgte citater fra 7 af præsident George W. Bush’s officielle taler. Min research har              
hovedsageligt været koncentreret om præsentationen af binære fremstillinger af opposition          
i George W. Bush’s politiske diskurs, angående begreberne “os” og “dem”. Jeg har             
analyseret samspillet mellem brugen af sprog og diskurs, hvilket spiller en essentiel rolle i at               
manipulere offentligheden. Heri skal man være opmærksom på den rolle som de            
Mellemøstlige ledere og/eller politikere spiller, idet de også har del I diskursen, med deres              
personlige dagsordener, foruden den amerikanske ideologi på området. Den         
jamaicanskfødte kultur-teoretiker og sociolog Stuart Hall’s diskuterer kulturelle        
repræsentation-spørgsmål, hvilket Han har gjort rede for i hans bog: “Representation:           
Cultural Representation and Signifying Practices, 1997”. Min interesse har især været I hans             
’argument representations’-teorier, i forbindelse med mening og sprog, såvel som          
stereotyper. Det er relevant for analyse- og diskussionsafsnittet af dette projekt, nemlig ved             
at analysere hvordan visuelle billeder, sprog og diskurs samarbejder i          
repræsentations-systemer. 
Jeg har også anvendt den franske filosof Michel Foucaults bog “Power/Discourse” (1980),            
fordi dennes argumenter understreger hvordan diskurs betragtes som et         
repræsentations-system. Min interesse er hovedsageligt I den “diskursive metode”, som          
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anvender ordet “repræsentation” som en reference til produktionen af viden, mere end bare             
betydning. Dernæst gennem brugen af diskurser, mere end bare sprog (Foucault, 1980).            
Dette har hjulpet i den afgørende diskurs-analyse, som argument for at diskurs altid er              
kontekst-afhængig. Jeg har undersøgt den amerikanske lingvist og filosof Noam Chomsky’s           
argumenter angående mediernes rolle in kulturelle repræsentationer, som han præsenterer          
i sin artikel “What Makes Mainstream Media Mainstream. Z Magazine, October, 1997”. De             
viser hvordan de ledende medier fungerer og deres rolle i at understøtte den politiske              
diskurs. 
Tilsidst har jeg analyseret de udvalgte citater fra George W. Bush taler. I den metodiske del                
har jeg anvendt Norman Fairclough’s (1995) argumenter angående kritisk diskurs analyse           
(CDA: Critical Discourse Analysis), som han har præsenteret I sin bog: “Critical Discourse             
Analysis: the critical study of language”. Det udgår fra en afgørende sprog-teori, som             
udlægger brugen af sprog som en form for social praksis. De har hjulpet mig med at                
analysere sproget udenfor rammerne af selve sætningen og at tage højde for den omgivende              
sociale og historiske kontekst. I CDA-afsittet har jeg anvendt Teun Van Dijk’s (1998),             
definition fra hans bog “Ideology; A Multidisciplinary Approach” som hævder at CDA            
handler om magtmisbrug, især dominans. Den undersøger hvordan magt i diskurs bliver            
udnyttet ved at kontrollere folks overbevisning og handlinger så de tilpasses dominerende            
gruppers interesser. Denne holdning bidrager til dette projekts analyse-afsnit, ved at vise            
hvordan den amerikanske udenrigspolitik, repræsenteret i George W. Bush’s diskurs,          
anvender fremstillingen af “de andre”-billeder som værende “terrorister”, “trusler”,         
"tyranner”... etc., og direkte, eller indirekte tvinger, påvirker, kontrollerer, eller endda           
misbruger folks tankegang gennem overtalelse og manipulation, for at få dem til at             
acceptere de midler der bliver anvendt på dem. 
Som følge heraf kan vi ikke konkludere at Bush medbrage en unik diskurs, men at han                
reproducerede den amerikanske politiske repræsentations gamle diskurser om de andre” vs.           
”os”, såvel som de mellemøstlige regimers rolle og andel in the diskursen og at de, i tilføjelse                 
til den amerikanske ideologi for området, ligeledes har deres egne personlige agendaer. 
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Resumé - English 
The aim of this project is to analyse the representation of the Middle East in the American                 
foreign policy discourse with the use of ​a timetable starting in the year of 2001 and                
spanning until 2006 and analysing selected quotes from 7 official speeches of George W.              
Bush. This research draws mainly upon the representation of binary images of opposition in              
George W. Bush’s political discourse concerning “us” and “them”. It analyses the            
interrelation of the use of language and discourse, which has an essential role in              
manipulating the public. Taking into consideration the role of the Middle East’s leaders             
and/or politicians who had their own share in the discourse as well as their personal               
agendas, in addition to the American ideology with regards to the subject. 
For that reason I have reflected upon the cultural theorist and sociologist Stuart Hall’s              
argument concerning issues of cultural representation, which Hall presents in his book:            
“Representation: Cultural Representation and Signifying Practices, 1997”. I am interested in           
his particular argument concerning theories of representation in connection to meaning           
and language as well as stereotyping, which are relevant to the analysis and discussion part               
of this project to analyse how visual images, language and discourse together work as              
systems of representation. ​I will use also the French philosopher, Michel Foucault, in his              
book “Power/Discourse” (1980), because taking a look at this argument will show how             
discourse is considered as a system of representation, I am interested mainly in the              
“discursive approach” that used the word “representation” to refer to the production of            
knowledge rather than just meaning, through the use of discourses rather than just             
language (Foucault, 1980). That will help in the critical discourse analysis to argue that              
discourse is always context-dependent. ​I will look into the American ​linguist and            
philosopher Noam Chomsky’s ​argument about the media’s role in cultural representations           
from his article “What Makes Mainstream Media Mainstream. Z Magazine, October, 1997”.            
This will show how the elite media functions and their role in reinforcing the political               
discourse.  
Finally, to analyse the selected quotes of George W. Bush speeches and for the methodology               
part, I used Norman Fairclough’s (1995) argument concerning the Critical Discourse           
Analysis (CDA) as he presents it in his book: “Critical Discourse Analysis: the critical study               
of language”, it generates from a critical theory of language, which sees the use of language                
as a form of social practice. It will help in analysing the language beyond the scope of just                  
the sentence itself and takes into consideration the surrounding social and historical            
contexts. In the CDA field I also used Teun Van Dijk’s (1998), concept in his book “Ideology;                 
A Multidisciplinary Approach” which asserts that CDA concentrates on the abuse of power,             
especially on dominance, examining how power in discourse is abused by controlling            
people’s beliefs and actions to suit the interests of dominant groups. This notion assists the               
analysis part of this project by showing how the American foreign policy, represented by              
George W. Bush discourse, exercises the representation of “other” images as being            
“terrorist”, “threat”, "tyrants" ...etc., and directly or indirectly coerces, influences, controls           
or even abuses the minds of people through persuasion and manipulation of people, making              
them accept the measures being carried out against them. 
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As a result, we cannot conclude that Bush came with a unique discourse, but he has                
reproduced the old discourses of the American Political representations of the “other” vs.             
”us”, as well as the Middle East’s regimes’ role and share in the discourse and have their                 
personal agendas as well, in addition to  American ideology in the area. 
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Introduction 
 
People usually tend to make sense of the world using types and broad categories of               
things with common characteristics, this enables them to categorise the world in a             
meaningful way, and in return, people come to conclusions and extrapolate           
information about something based on previous experiences. Consequently, people         
tend to classify others in a similar manner, limiting them to those simplified and              
exaggerated characteristics that admit no possibility of change, and they insist that            
these characteristics are “natural” (Hall, 1997a).  
Representation of the “other” is a process in which meaning is produced and             
exchanged between members of a culture, through the use of language and            
discourse that work as ​`systems of representat​ion' (Hall, 1997a, p. 25).  
The concept of representation takes an important place in the study of culture as it               
illustrates the process in which meaning is produced and exchanged between           
members of a culture through language, signs and images, which stand for or             
represent things (Hall, 1997a). 
Many significant events have contributed to this classification and incorporation of            
the “other”. Since the Second World War, there has been a profound fear of              
returning to ideologies of biological classification and the horrors of genocide.           
Elimination, or mass displacement, is no longer a politically legitimate option           
(Jensen & Loftsdottir, 2007). Historically, the concept of the “other” first began to             
take form in colonial times. The colonial discourse, as the Indian ​Professor of             
English and American Literature Homi K. Bhabha ​argues, depends on the "​concept           1
of ‘fixity’ in the ideological construction of otherness​" (Bhabha, 1983, p.18). This            
fixity is the "​sign of cultural/historical/racial difference​" (Bhabha, 1983, p.18). Its           
major discursive strategy is the stereotype that Bhabha defines as a "​form of             
knowledge and identification that vacillates between what is always ‘in place,’           
already known, and something that must be anxiously repeated​" (Bhabha, 1983,           
p.18). The stereotype constructs a group or individuals as “the other”, and this             
1 Homi K. Bhabha (born 1949, Mumbai-India) is the Anne F. Rothenberg Professor of English and American Literature and 
Language, and the Director of the Humanities Canter at Harvard University. 
. 
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otherness is produced through a paradoxical strategy. On one hand, the individuals            
or/and communities that are victims of “stereotyping” are categorized as          
essentially ​or ontologically “other,” without the admission or possibility of change          
or differentiation. This is what Bhabha means when he says that the stereotype           
proclaims unchanging order and rigidity. At the same time, however, the           
construction of the other, as something clearly identifiable, is a repeated act. This is              
what makes the stereotype a cliché, and that is when similar statements are made              
about certain people/communities repeatedly. For example, representations of        
Arabs have been being repeated for centuries, even though the historical           
constellations in which Arabs participate in different societies varies greatly. 
Especially after the September 11 attacks, Arab stereotypes become even more fixed.            
Prejudice towards Arabs and Islam is often embedded in negative representations.           
Arabs became associated with, or blamed for, the acts of extremists who share their              
ethnicity, or religion. Those images are frequently and mainly emphasised in news            
reports and popular commercial culture, which are filled with negative          
representations of Arabs. For example, Arab men are often portrayed in Western            
movies as terrorists or marauding tribesmen who kidnap Western women. While           
Arab women are pictured as seductive objects; harem and belly dancers. It is             
obvious that, these fixed and repeated images do not take into consideration that             
the Arabic world consists of 22 countries, with various religions, ethnic groups and             
linguistic backgrounds and thus drastically different cultural heritages, but alas all           
of these idiosyncrasies are still reduced to a few naïve images.  
Representation is an activity that happens by the use of language systems as Stuart              
Hall argued that for the representation to be understandable it needs to be based on               
shared conceptual maps, shared language, and systems of representation to be           
effective in terms of making sense (Hall, 1997a, p.3). The French philosopher Michel             
Foucault who argued that the discourse is considered as the system of            
representation "​What interested him were the rules and practices that produced           
meaningful statements and regulated discourse in different historical periods​."         
(Hall, 1997a, p.44), and it is this concept of language that I intend to use in the                 
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context of this project. Discourse, Foucault argues, constructs the topic and defines            
and produces the objects of our knowledge, since nothing meaningful exists outside            
discourse (Foucault, 1972 in Hall, 1997a, p. 45). The discussion about the           
interrelation between language and discourse will assist in the Critical Discourse           
Analysis (CDA) part of this project, as I take it as the point of departure that we                 
cannot think about a word in isolation; taken outside of the language system and              
discourse. Thus, ​The aim of this project is to analyse the representation of the              
Middle East in the American foreign policy discourse with the use of ​a timetable              
starting in the year of 2001 and spanning until 2006 and analysing selected quotes              
from 7 official speeches of George W. Bush. This research draws mainly upon the              
representation of binary images of opposition in George W. Bush’s political           
discourse concerning “us” and “them”. It analyses the interrelation of the use of             
language and discourse, which has an essential role in manipulating the public.            
Taking into consideration the role of the Middle East’s leaders and/or politicians            
who had their own share in the discourse as well as their personal agendas, in               
addition to the American ideology with regards to the subject. 
I have chosen George W. Bush because no other president has represented images             
about “good” and “evil”, “right” and “wrong” very often as he did. He famously              
declared North Korea, Iran and Iraq to be the "axis of evil". He constructed binary               
opposition images to represent the United States vs the Middle East and his             
discourse interestingly full of moral terms to defend his actions and political            
agenda. 
I will discuss relevantly and objectively selected parts of American political           
discourses in regards to the Middle East region. I will briefly discuss the factual role               
of the Middle East in relation to these representations. However, it is crucial, in the               
larger scheme of things, for a nation to know that there's a global power out there                
that is out to revise one's own private turf.  
Therefore, my aim is to answer the following research questions:  
● How does George W. Bush’s foreign political discourse represent the Middle           
East? Does it represent, subvert or reproduce the representations, and if so, how? 
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● What is the power of language in the context of the political discourse of              
George W. Bush? How has the language been used to serve the American political              
agenda in the Middle East? 
● Why the Middle East’s position encourages the American political discourse? 
 
Pertaining to the scope of this project, it should be noted that my claim to               
knowledge is partial and that not all viewpoints will be equally presented; I will              
instead be presenting the theories from the perspective of which I believe will most              
successfully help to approach and answer my research questions. I will depend            
mainly on objectively and theme-selected speeches and texts, therefore this project           
will begin with a background on the issue of stereotyping in social representations             
and will go on to briefly discuss cultural categorizations as well as define the              
concepts of “us” and “them”. Finally, an etymological definition of the concept of             
“representation” will be given to make my claim clear from the start.  
 
For the theory part, I will look at the gist of the Jamaican-born cultural theorist and              
sociologist Stuart Hall’s (1997a) argument about issues of cultural representation,          2
which Hall presents in his book: “​Representation: Cultural Representation and          
Signifying Practices, 1997”​. I am interested in his particular argument concerning           
theories of representation in connection to meaning and language, which are           
relevant to the analysis and discussion part of this project to analyse how visual              
images, language and discourse work as systems of representation. By taking a look             
at this argument, I will show how meaning is constructed by the system of              
representation and reinforced by codes that set up the correlation between our            
conceptual system and our language system from the critical discourse analysis           
perspective. 
2 Stuart McPhail Hall, (3 February 1932 – 10 February 2014) was a Jamaican-born cultural theorist and sociologist who 
lived and worked in the United Kingdom from 1951. 
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Then, I want to discuss the American linguist and philosopher Noam Chomsky’s ​,            3
argument about the media’s role in cultural representations from his article “​What            
Makes Mainstream Media Mainstream. Z Magazine, October, 1997​”​, which will          
assist in analyzing how the elite media functions and their role in reinforcing the              
political discourse. This is relevant to this project as the main audience of the              
American political discourse is the average American watching TV. Mainstream          
media, including TV, is packed with what Americans consider to be expertise, facts             
and wisdom and they absorb this discourse metonymically, which is supposed to be             
articulating a complex political analysis.  
After which, a discussion of the power of language will be raised, as language is the                
main tool of the written and spoken discourses. With that in mind, it is therefore               
necessary to discuss the power of language with regards to the issue of             
representation.  
I will then look at the essence of the French philosopher Michel Foucault argument              
about the discursive approach in his book ​“Power/Knowledge​” ​(1980)​, I am          
interested mainly in the discursive approach that used the word “representation” to           
refer to the production of knowledge rather than just meaning through the use of              
discourses rather than just language (Foucault, 1980). That will help in the critical             
discourse analysis to argue that discourse is always context-dependent. 
 
As for the methodology part of the project, I will use the Critical Discourse Analysis               
(CDA) method. I want to look at Norman Fairclough’s (1995) argument concerning            
the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as he presents it in his book “Critical             
Discourse Analysis: the critical study of language”. I'm interested in Critical           
Discourse Analysis (CDA) as it generates from a critical theory of language, which             
sees the use of language as a form of social practice. This perspective will help in                
analysing the language beyond the scope of just the sentence itself. In other words,              
3 Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, 
political commentator, social justice activist. Sometimes described as the "father of modern linguistics," . Chomsky is also 
a major figure in analytic philosophy. He has spent most of his career at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology​ (MIT), 
where he is Institute Professor Emeritus, and is the author of more than 100 books.  
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Critical Discourse Analysis looks not only at the basic level of what is said, but takes                
into consideration the surrounding social and historical contexts. For example,          
creative opposition can be powerful, as it plays on our tendency to view the world               
around us in terms of binaries, which is something CDA would look at, whilst              
considering the implications of each term individually. I will focus mainly on the             
binary opposition the political realm provides, as these oppositions allow me to            
look at the way that certain linguistic frames create meaning in the discourse –for              
example 'evil vs good’, 'moral acts vs. terrorist acts vs. freedom fighters vs.             
terrorists. 
For the analysis, as previously stated, I will select several excerpts from speeches by              
George W. Bush from chosen periods starting from 2011 until 2006. 
I would like to give a background to the concept of social representations to give a                
solid understanding and background to my claim of the concept throughout the            
project. 
 
2. ​ Background  
 
2.1. What are social  “Representations” ? 
The concept of representation has been widely studied by social psychology. The            
study of social representations started with the Romanian-born French social          
psychologist Serge Moscovici’s (1925-2014) seminal study of the perceptions of          
psychoanalysis (1961) and has reached almost all fields of social experience           
(Howarth, 2002, p.3). It is actually hard to find a specific definition to social              
representations as it is a very rich and profound domain (ibid.: 4) besides it is very                
close to notions such as stereotypes and attitudes (Moore, 2003, p.9). The classic             
definition given by Moscovici (1961: xiii) is: “​Social representations are systems of            
values, ideas and practices which enable communication to take place among the            
members of a community by providing them with a code for social exchange and a               
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code for naming and classifying unambiguously the various aspects of their world            
and their individual and group history​”.  
Moreover, social representations have many uses, which allow us to create sociality,            
position ourselves in accordance with the world and others, assert our identities and             
defend ourselves when “attacked” by others (Howarth, 2002). As such,          
representations are particular presentations of experiences, people, voices …etc.,         
which are re-interpreted and represented and “constitute our realities” (Howarth,          
2002, p.8). A professor of social psychology, Sandra Jovchelovitch , (2007, p.11)           4
goes as far as arguing that “​the reality of the human world is in it’s entirety is made                  
of representation: in fact there is no sense of reality for our human world without               
the work of representation​”. For Brubaker (2006, p.79), representations,         
perceptions and interpretations…. etc. are “​perspectives on the world - not           
ontological but epistemological realities​”. Therefore, representations help people to         
comprehend sociality and the world. In addition, these representations assist people           
in communicating with others (Gillespie, 2006). Whatever representation is shared,          
is also co-constructed with others, it represents “​what reality is intersubjectively           
agreed to be​” (Howarth, 2006, p.8). The main consequence of this is a state of               
uncertainty, hybridity and multiplicity of representations that compete and struggle          
with each other (Moscovici, 1961). 
 
Furthermore, among the social representations, there are some representations that          
have a macro aspect while others are more micro. In other words, there are              
“hegemonic representations” that are extensively circulated and thus dominate         
sociality on a macro level, while “​oppositional representations​” can be less           
circulated, more micro (Howarth, 2006, p.22). However, these two types of social            
representations can influence each other. This means that representations simply          
have an ideological component and that the exercise of power is always present             
(especially representations of the “other”, cf. Duncan, 2003). Accordingly,         
representations are created from the interrelations between “self, other and the           
4  Sandra Jovchelovitch, from Porto Alegre, Brazil, is a social psychologist, currently Professor of Social Psychology and Director of the 
MSc program in Social and Cultural Psychology at the Institute of Social Psychology at the London School of Economics (LSE), of 
which she serves as head since August 2007. 
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object-world” (Jovchelovitch, 2007, p.11). They are not copies of originals, but a            
symbolic, arbitrary means of associating meaning on people, ideas… (ibid: 3).  
 
The study of stereotypes emerged in the 1950s, and many social psychologists and             
others who belong to different fields, like linguistics and social sciences. Stereotypes            
can be defined briefly as “​a set of beliefs about the characteristics of a social               
category of people​” (personality traits, attributions, intentions, behavioural        
descriptions…, cf. Allport (1954) (Bar-Tal, 1996, p.342). The images that stereotypes           
create are often fixed and decontextualized (Moore, 2003, p.16). Though often           
described as having “negative implications”, human and social sciences have          
preferred to emphasise their constructive functions, as “collective meta-attitudinal”         
discourses that set boundaries between groups (Moore, 2003, p.14). When people           
communicate and interact with each other, they often guide in their behaviours            
through the rational order of the stereotypes that they have formed and learned             
within their groups (Bar-Tal 1996, 1997, p. 493).  
There are two types of stereotype representations: auto-stereotypes, which regard          
people in an in-group, and hetero-stereotypes that are related to an out-group (“the             
other”). Bhabha also claimed stereotypes are often defined as fixed, limited and            
passive. Stereotypes can also serve to show how superior one’s group is, and also              
oneself in differentiating oneself or one’s group from others. Hence, they also have             
an ideological aspect (Scollon & Wong Scollon, 2001, p.169). Bar-Tal (1989, p.170)            
worked extensively stereotypes and has proposed an integrative model. This model           
is very useful as it creates a rubric for looking at the factors that contribute to the                 
creation of stereotypes in social representations. Like for example; the          
socio-political, economic conditions and historical relations, and active mechanisms         
which play a great role in how we represent ourselves in relation to the “other”. All                
these aspects allow researchers to identify individual and contextual differences in           
stereotypes.  
Bar-Tal (1997, p.517) adds that the model cannot predict particular contents. For            
intercultural communication, both researchers and teachers should endeavour not         
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to try to “break” stereotypes or merely present a list of stereotypes, hoping that              
these will help to get rid of them or paradoxically substitute them with the “Truth”.               
This approach is sure to fail, as stereotypes, as such, cannot be suppressed. What is               
interesting instead is to see how stereotypes are created and co-constructed and            
what they tell us about the people who resort to them (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2006).             
In other words, working on stereotypes enable researchers and teachers to reflect on             
the notion of identity. Othering is another form of social representation, which is             
very much related to stereotypes.  
According to Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006), theories on Othering were first           
developed in relation to women (de Beauvoir, 1949/1953) and representations of           
race and ethnicity (Said, 1978, Clifford & Marcus, 1986). Othering consists of the             
“objectification of another person or group” or “creating the other”, which puts aside             
and ignores the complexity and subjectivity of the individual (Abdallah-Pretceille,          
2003).  
Just like stereotyping, othering allows individuals to construct sameness and          
difference and to affirm their own identity (ibid., p.87). Thus "Othering" is not             
concerned only about the other but also about self. A. Gillespie (2006) argued that              
"othering" pushes people to have a tendency to differentiate the self from the other              
in such a way as to reinforce and protect the one self. ​All of the previously discussed                 
points suggest that the concepts of cultural identity and representation are complex            
and intertwined. On the one hand, intercultural communication should strive to           
work against stereotypes, biases, racism, etc. but on the other hand; we know that              
e.g. non-othering is impossible (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2006).  
 
Thus, I want to give the etymological meaning of the “representation” concept in the              
project’s context. As the concept of representation cannot be assumed to have just             
one comprehensive meaning, because language is insanely complex, and that          
complexity involves understanding why we use the words we do. Thus, it is             
important to define the concept of “representation”, and how it is used in the              
context of this project. I am reflecting on the standard dictionary definition of             
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representing something, which stands for, or takes the place of something else. This             
is what is called, a sign, image, or a likeness. In a sense, to represent something is to                  
describe or depict it, to call it up in the mind by description or portrayal or                
imagination; to place a likeness of it before us in our mind or in the senses as ​The                  
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (2007) suggests. After making my claim clear           
about the concept of representation used in the project context, I find it also              
significant to mention a brief historical background about the core of the problem             
between the U.S. regime and the Middle East. This historical background is            
important in the sense of making us aware that a great power, the U.S. in this case,                 
has another unrevealed political agenda in the area that happens to go            
hand-in-hand with the local political systems in the Middle East.  
 
2.2. Historical Background 
Jimmy Carter, the 39th U.S. president stated:"​Let our position be absolutely clear:            
An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be                
regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and               
such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.             
(State of the Union Address, Jan. 23, 1980). 
Even though economy and oil are not the interest of this project, it is significant to                
explore one of the main sources of the problem that has reinforced the American              
role in reinforcing the negative representations of the Middle East, which helps the             
U.S. agenda in the area. In an attempt to establish a solid background about the               
most problematic relation between the United States of America and the Middle            
East I came across the following article (Toby, 2012): “The American, Oil, and War              
in the Middle East”. This article discusses how Middle Eastern oil attracted such             
great attention from global powers, particularly, from the United States, which           
began in the 1930s. In the following years, and after World War II, it became clear                
that oil was more than merely a desired industrial product. The most visible and              
celebrated event in that period of time occurred when Franklin D. Roosevelt hosted             
‘Abd al-‘Aziz Ibn Saud, the founding monarch of Saudi Arabia, aboard the USS             
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Quincy in Egypt’s Great Bitter Lake in February 1945., ​The meeting permanently            
linked Middle Eastern oil with American national security. It also helped the            
marking of one of the twentieth century’s most chief strategic relationships, in            
which the Saudis would supply cheap oil to global markets in exchange for             
American protection. 
For example, the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the American military             
occupation there, represented only the most recent phase of American militarism in            
the Middle East. While more considerable in scale, duration, and devastation than            
previous military misadventures in the region, the Iraq War was the outgrowth of             
several decades of strategic thinking and policy making about oil. It is true, of              
course, that terrorism and especially the attacks of September 11, 2001, helped            
accelerate the drive to war in 2003, but to focus too much on 9/11 and “terrorism” is                 
to overlook and discredit the ways that oil and oil producers have long been              
militarized, the role oil has played in regional confrontation for almost four decades,             
and the connections between the most recent confrontation with Iraq and those of             
the past. 
The notion here is that the war on terrorism campaign was launched in the political               
and media discourse by using strong statements like “Freedom enemies”, “threat”           
and “danger” , as we will see in the analysis part of this project, to persuade the local                  
opinion and give excuse for launching the war against Iraq, while the facts show              
different agenda. 
This is not to ignore the fact that the Middle East suffers from a state of chaos that                  
worked hand-in-hand with the U.S. political agenda there. The American political           
discourse was used as a tool to support stereotypical representations of Middle            
Eastern people. In the following section I will discuss this matter. 
 
2.2.1. The Middle Easten role  
 
The history of the Middle East unfolds many notions about how fundamentalism            
evolved, that assisted in reinforcing these partial representations in the U.S.           
political discourse. World War I had a profound impact on the Middle East. With              
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the breakup of the Ottoman Empire, European powers carved the region into            
mandates, protectorates, colonies, and spheres of influence.  
Colonisation had a big role in Middle Eastern history. ​Colonising nations generally            
dominate the resources, labour, and markets of the colonial territory, and impose            
socio-cultural, religious and linguistic structures on the conquered population.         
Colonialism was often based on the ethnocentric belief that the morals and values of            
the colonizer were superior to those of the colonized.  
Later, and because of the Cold War (​1947 – 1991)​, which led both Moscow and               
Beijing to support anti-imperialist movements. The U.S. (as well as other NATO            
countries) interfered in the affairs of various countries, for example by issuing an             
embargo against Cuba after the 1959 Cuban Revolution, which started on February           
7, 1962—and supporting various covert operations (the 1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion,            
the Cuban Project, etc.). Theorists of neo-colonialism argue that the U.S. and France             
for that matter—preferred supporting dictatorships in the Arabic countries rather          
than having democracies that presented the risk of the people choosing to be aligned              
with the Communist bloc rather than the so-called "Free World." 
Many practitioners take Edward Said's book Orientalism (1978) to be the theory's            
founding work (although French theorists such as Aimé Césaire and Frantz Fanon            
made similar claims decades before Said) ​. Said (1978) argued that in Western            5
discourse, the notion of the Orient developed as an imagined reality, one that was              
shaped and bent to conform to their wishes of the colonial powers. The Orient was               
regarded as chaotic, irrational, corrupt and unable to self-govern. Said says that            
much that was written about the Orient perpetuated notions of racial and            
civilizational superiority and so, justified colonialism. 
 
And due to the fact that the colonisation of the Middle East lasted for long periods,                
great damage to the cultural-, economic-, political- and social-self has been done.            
The colonisers’ main interest is their own benefit. Thus, the Middle East lost its              
5  A. James Arnold. Modernism and negritude: the poetry and poetics of Aimé Césaire. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1982), on Césaire Frantz Fanon, and Richard Philcox. The wretched of the earth / Frantz Fanon, translated from the French by 
Richard Philcox; introductions by Jean-Paul Sartre and Homi K. Bhabha. (New York, NY: Grove Press, 2004). 
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strong international representation, which was an obstacle in plight for their           
political and economic independence(Fadl, 2014). 
Most importantly the coloniser, with the support of the local dictators, managed to             
exploit religion to maintain their influence by means of hindering enlightened           
thinkers and clerics who were carrying the torch of emancipation and resisted            
colonialism. Thus, the coloniser supported the local dictatorships in distorting the           
truth(s) about Islam and by altering the main concepts of Islam. Some of which are               
that Islam is a religion of self-discipline and dislike for the secular world because it               
is considered as the source of enjoyment and pleasures, and also that it is acceptable               
that Muslims remain in states of poverty with bad living circumstances, because            
they have the Hereafter life to worry about (Fadl, 2014). 
 
The colonisation of the Middle East was one of the main reasons that Arabic culture               
continues to have negative representations in various media portals and in political            
discourses internationally and especially in the U.S. 
Reports issued by the Arab League, the Arab Labour Foundation and the  United             
Nations (over the Arab Human Development Reports) indicate the facts, and           
statistics about Arab brain drain, those reports emphasise that the Arabic political            
environment has become a more repellent environment for the scientific          
competencies. 
Therefore, the U.S. and Europe have 450 thousand Arab inhabitants with high            
educational degrees, according to a report by the Arab Labour Foundation. The            
report shows that only 5.4% from Arab students who studied abroad returned to             
their homeland while the rest chose to settle abroad. ​Furthermore, ​between           
1991-1998 many Iraqi scientists left their country and migrated due political and            
security reasons as well as the international siege, which was imposed on Iraq at              
that time​ ​(Hanafi, 2014). 
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The Syrian writer and philosopher, Professor Tayyeb Tizini (b. 1934)​, ​discussed the            6
term “Islamisation” in his book ”​A new reading of the Arabic thought since before              
Islam till today​” (2004). Tizini argued that when we think of the term             
"Islamisation" with reference to Arab societies dominates both the Arabic and the            
Western debate. This phenomenon occures when a society lives under a single            
dogma, which means that one has to confront the Islamisation of society with             
national, democratic and laicist alternatives. So, ​when there is no cultural, political            
or social movement in a country, alternative forces emerge. That is the reason the              
Arab laicist renaissance has failed to take hold, and religious fundamentalism has            
emerged instead, rejecting diversity and proclaiming a unity of being, according to            
which everyone has to be Muslim. 
In addition to that, those who support this ideology want to subject social, natural              
and economic sciences to this dogma. No doubt, Islam and other religions have their              
own dignity and significance. But when they dominate society and force it to submit              
to a single doctrine, it can and has, lead to destruction.  
Tizini argues that those responsible for the increasing religious radicalisation of           
Arab society, most recently, are mainly the Arab elites, since they have not had to               
deal with the critical problems of Arab society: for example, the problems of             
unemployment, restricted freedom and a culture under censorship. Millions of          
young people are not in a position to satisfy their daily needs, consequently they              
look for alternatives. These alternatives can be divided into three journeys; one is             
the trip to paradise for those who find no solution here. For them, the extremists are                
the preachers of a better world on the other side, and Islam is the solution to all                 
problems. The second journey is into oneself, for example, someone who can't come             
to terms with the real world escapes into the infinity of his inner world. The third                
journey starts in front of the gates of the Western embassies, in the illusion that the                
trinity of liberty, dignity and financial security exist only in the West. But the              
6 Professor Tayyeb Tizini (Syria, b. 1934), is one of the most prominent intellectuals of the Arab world. He                   
studied and got his doctorate and his professorship at the Humboldt University in Berlin. He is a full professor                   
in philosophy at Damascus University since then. He is known to be a pro Nationalist Marxist thought, makes                  
use of the Historical Dialectic Methodology in his philosophical project of a new reading of the Arabic thought                  
since before Islam until today. 
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situation in the West has become more complicated, and these people live in a circle               
of hopelessness, since their homeland cannot support them, and the rest of the             
world does not want them. It's precisely in this pond that the "Islamist movement"              
fishes – and lays the foundation for its theory of death, which starts from the               
conviction that a return to the religious practices of our ancestors will solve all              
problems. 
Tizini argued that in this conflict, it is all about the mineral resources of rich regions                
– and not about Islam, as it exists in poor countries like Mauritania. 
On the other hand, we can't speak about the clash of religions, since every religion               
has its own homeland from which it stems. It is certainly possible for religions to               
coexist peacefully, since all religions share the same absolute morals. So, it is very              
significant for the world to recognise this reality, without interfering in the internal             
affairs of the others, since every religion believes that it holds the key to “truth”.               
There is no clash of cultures, although many of those involved in political conflicts              
cover them in religious and cultural language. In that sense, Tizini finds that the              
political scientist, Samuel P. Huntington, is right when he speaks of a conflict of              
interest, which happens to find itself being worked out in countries where Islam             
plays a major role. 
 
On the other hand, there is an interesting book by Robert Dreyfuss, (2006) “​Devil's              
Game: How the United States Helped Unleash Fundamentalist Islam​”. In it, Robert            
argues that it is difficult to trace the history of the United States' involvement in the                
evolution of radical Islamism around the world; many of the CIA's activities in             
support of Islamist groups were often covert, and a great deal of misinformation             
exists. This book gives a comprehensive overview of this story, recounting how the             
CIA, directed by the belief that radical Islamist forces could act as a bulwark against               
communism, helped fuel the rise of political Islam and militant fundamentalism in            
the Middle East and Central Asia. It is important to mention that I have used this                
example to show how “Terrorism” is not a pure concept that belongs to the East, or                
the West. I want to argue that there were two powers, from both sides, that helped                
“Fundamentalism” to evolve in the Middle East, which paves the way for the United              
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States’ political discourse in representing the Middle East and Islam as “evil”,            
“immoral”, “primitive” “terrorists”...…etc.  
 
2.2.2. A timeline of the major events in the U.S. government's 70-year            
flirtation with, and support of the militant forces in the Middle East 
  
The following is a timeline of major events in the U.S. government's 70-year             7
flirtation with and support of the militant forces of the Middle East that has come               
back to haunt the world, including the United States itself, starting in the late 1990s.               
It is located in the body of the project, because I think it shows the main events that                  
lead to the current situation of the Middle East and thus, provides a basis for the                
American political discourse in representing the Middle East as a “threat”. At the             
same time, it answers why the U.S. agenda gained such an advantage from             
portraying such negative images of the Middle East.  
 
1933​ – Saudi Arabia grants oil exploration rights to the United States, and the two              
countries enter into a profit-sharing ownership of the Arabian-American Oil Company,           
which discovers the first commercial oil well in Saudi Arabia in 1938. 
Feb. 18, 1943​ – President Franklin D. Roosevelt declares the defence of Saudi Arabia of              
vital interest to the United States and makes the country eligible for Lend-Lease assistance. 
1945​ – The United States and Saudi Arabia sign an agreement that establishes an American              
military base in Dhahran, which houses American troops until April of 2003. The Saudis              
also give the United States permission to conduct a thorough survey of the Arabian              
Peninsula—which recommended establishing an air base. 
1951​ – An accord between the two countries allows the United States to establish a              
permanent military training mission in Saudi Arabia. 
1951​ – The CIA sets up Radio Liberty to broadcast anti-communist programs around the             
world. In Central Asia, the station is used to incite local groups, many of them Islamic,                
against the Soviet Union. 
1952​ – The Saudi-American oil company, Aramco, pays for the printing of religious            
propaganda in Riyadh. 
7  ​Colburn, Melanie article:  “America's Devil's Game with Extremist Islam” January/February 2006 Issue 
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Aug. 19, 1953​ – The CIA and the British intelligence agency MI6 direct a coup against               
Iran's democratically-elected prime minister, Mohammed Mossadeq and restore the         
pro-Western Shah to power. Mossadeq's nationalization of Anglo-Persian Oil, along with his            
alliance with the Soviets, had threatened Western interests in Iran. 
Sept. 1953​ – President Dwight D. Eisenhower dines at the White House with Said             
Ramadan, a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, the popular Islamist group which, since the              
late 1940s, has been notorious for its extensive ties to fanatics, assassins, and terrorists in               
the Middle East. 
June 23, 1956​ - Gamal Abd Al-Nasser officially becomes President of Egypt. Nasser's            
left-leaning ideology alarmed U.S. officials who worried that Egypt would be lost to Soviet              
control. 
Jan. 1957​ - The "Eisenhower Doctrine" is laid out in a speech to Congress. President              
Eisenhower declared that the United States would provide military and financial assistance            
in the Middle East to protect against Communist aggression in the region. Under the              
doctrine, Saudi Arabia became the primary beneficiary of American aid. 
1970s​ – Alongside the traditional Islamic fundamentalist movement, a more radical strain           
of Islam begins to develop in the Middle East, including: the Islamic Community in Egypt,               
and later the Egyptian Islamic Jihad led by Ayman al-Zawahiri; militant Shiite            
fundamentalism in Iran; and Wahhabism in Saudi Arabia. 
Oct. 1970​ – In Egypt, Nasser dies and is succeeded by Anwar Sadat, who promises              
that sharia will be implemented as the law of the land. Political Islam begins to emerge in               
Egypt, and an Islamic banking system is created, both of which would become essential in               
assisting militant, radical Islamic movements. 
May 1971​ – Sadat consolidates his power, purging government of Nasserites and freeing            
Muslim Brotherhood prisoners. 
1972​ – The CIA funds the Asia Foundation to fund leaders of the Afghan Islamist              
movement at Kabul University. Beneficiaries include Rabbani Sayyaf and Gulbuddin          
Hekmatyar, two Afghans who would cultivate ties with Osama bin Laden. The two run a               
secret group that infiltrates the Afghan armed forces and will later lead jihad forces against               
the Soviet Union in the 1980s. 
1972​ - A secret military cell is created within the Organization of Muslim Youth, a student               
group in Afghanistan. The organization requests covert aid from the CIA for its             
anti-communist activities, including the killing of four "leftists." Although the entreaty is            
denied, the CIA offers its sympathy to the OMY. 
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Jul. 17, 1973​ – Afghanistan's Soviet-friendly prime minister, Sardar Daoud, overthrows          
the Afghan royalty, establishes a democratic republic, and becomes President. The United            
States quickly begins funding Afghan dissidents and supporting the radical Islamic Party            
against Daoud. 
Oct. 1973​ – Israel fights and eventually wins the Yom Kippur War against Egypt, Syria              
after a surprise attack by the latter two nations. In response to U.S. support for Israel, OPEC                 
reduces oil production. Oil prices will eventually quadruple, enriching the Saudi Arabian            
government, which uses the profits to foster Wahhabism in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Sept. 1973​ - The CIA partners with Iranian and Pakistani intelligence—the latter of which             
is loosely associated with fundamentalist Islamic Afghan groups—to run raids in           
Afghanistan and stage a failed coup against President Sardar Daoud. The effort is repeated              
in December of 1973 and June 1974. 
1974​ – In Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood issues an official statement ordering members to             
support the economic reforms carried out by Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, in            
partnership with the International Monetary Fund. Throughout the 1970s, at the behest of             
the United States, the IMF will require countries in the region to adopt a variety of                
pro-market reforms as a condition of receiving loans—reforms which will often help            
destabilize Middle Eastern politics and society. 
1975 - A State Department analysis identifies members of the Muslim Brotherhood as            
leaders of an insurgency against Afghan President Sardar Daoud. After the rebellion failed,             
Brotherhood leaders, including Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and Sayyaf, flee to Pakistan and find            
support from ISI, the Pakistani Intelligence Service. 
1975-76 - Under pressure from the United States, Pakistan, and Iran, Daoud begins            
purging and assassinating leftists and communists from the Afghan government. 
1976 ​– The Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt (FIBE) is established to fund activities of the               
Muslim Brotherhood. In the 1970s, the Islamic banking system, funded by Saudi Arabia and              
often aided by western banks and governments, will spread throughout Egypt, becoming            
the financial backbone for militant Islamist groups. In 2001, the U.S. Department of             
Treasury will designate several of these Muslim banks "terrorist financiers." 
Nov. 19, 1977​ – Egyptian President Anwar Sadat visits Jerusalem and begins negotiations            
with Israel that lead to the Camp David agreement between the two countries. Egypt also               
breaks its ties with the USSR, quickly becoming one of the United States' foremost allies by                
1980. 
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1978 ​– Israel backs the Islamic Association, a militant group led by Ahmed Yassin—later             
the spiritual leader of Hamas—as a bulwark against the Palestinian Liberation Organization.            
The United States turns a blind eye as Israel provides military training to terrorist groups. 
1978-79​ - The United States becomes fully aware that it was backing the Muslim             
Brotherhood by supporting various anti-communist organizations in Afghanistan. This         
knowledge was recorded by many State Department and embassy memos, including one            
from CENTO that directly warned that the Muslim Brotherhood was a rebellious threat to              
new regimes. 
Late-1978​ – Secretary of State Zbigniew Brzezinski presses his "arc of crisis" thesis, which             
argues that the United States can reassert its power in the Middle East by encouraging               
political Islam as a counter to Soviet and Arab nationalist movements. 
Jan.-Feb. 1979 ​– Islamists, led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, overthrew the Shah and            
install a theocratic dictatorship in Iran. The Iranian Revolution is seen as a threat to               
American interests, not least by depriving the United States of one of its staunchest allies in                
the Middle East, but also threatened the Soviet Union by disrupting the economic alliance              
between the two countries and provoking irredentist forces near the Soviet border. 
Jul. 3, 1979​ - President Carter issues the first secret directive that formally authorizes the              
CIA to give direct aid to the Afghan fundamentalists, opponents of the pro-Soviet Afghan              
regime. The Soviet invasion enters Afghanistan in December. 
Jan. 23, 1980​ – The Carter Doctrine states that the United States will use military force in                
the Persian Gulf to protect its interests if necessary, although at this time it is mostly an                 
empty threat, since the U.S. lacks sufficient forces in the region. 
Jan. 1980 ​– Secretary of State Zbigniew Brzezinski visits Egypt to gather Arab support for              
the Afghan war. Within weeks Egyptian President Anwar Sadat mobilizes arms and recruits             
fighters from the Muslim Brotherhood, and allows the U.S. to station its air force base in                
Egypt. U.S. Special Forces train Islamist militants in bomb making, sabotage, arson and             
guerilla warfare. Many of the Islamist Arab recruits, including Osama bin Laden, who were              
trained as fighters by Green Berets and Navy Seals for the Afghan War, would go on to form                  
the backbone of Al-Qaeda. 
Mar. 1980​ – As a deterrent to the Soviet threat, Carter establishes RDF, a military force               
for rapid deployment into the Persian Gulf in a crisis. Regan later expands RDF into               
Centcom, the first peacetime joint headquarters for military combat operations, which later            
serves as the American base of operations in the 1990 Persian Gulf War, the 2001 war in                 
Afghanistan, and the 2003 Iraq war. 
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Oct. 6, 1981​ - Egyptian President Sadat is assassinated by radical Muslim fundamentalists            
who view the Camp David peace accord with Israel as a betrayal of Islam. 
1984 ​– Osama bin Laden and Abdullah Assam—who were central to U.S. recruitment            
efforts for the Afghan War—together establish the Services Bureau (MAK), a nascent            
incarnation of Al-Qaeda in Pakistan that coordinated Islamist jihad-fighters for foreign           
wars. As American goals evolve from draining Soviet resources to winning the Afghan war,              
CIA funding to Afghan militants increases rapidly, which is matched, dollar for dollar, by              
funds from Saudi Arabia. 
1987 ​– Hamas is founded, growing out of radical elements of the Egyptian Muslim             
Brotherhood. U.S. intelligence reports show that the Israeli secret service is giving covert             
support to Hamas—as a counterpoint to Palestinian nationalism—but the U.S. turns a blind             
eye. 
1989 – ​The Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) is established in Algeria as a new political party,               
out of elements of the American-supported Islamist movement in the 1980s. FIS includes             
many Muslim Brotherhood members and Afghan fighters, among them Abdallad Anas, who            
joined the proto-Al Qaeda organization, MAK. 
1992 – In Algeria, FIS wins the parliamentary elections in a landslide but is prevented from                
taking power by the ruling FLN party, which uses the military to arrest FIS leaders,               
precipitating in a FIS terrorist campaign. This culminates in the Algerian civil war (which              
lasts until 1999), and provokes the United States to review its policy towards political Islam. 
1994-1998​ – The U.S. maintains a cooperative relationship with the Taliban, who are            
increasingly dependent on Osama bin Laden’s financial support. 
1996​ – The Taliban provides refuge to Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan, after he is exiled               
from Sudan. 
1997 and 1999​ – Members of the Taliban vacation in Nebraska, where they visit Thomas              
Gouttierre, a CIA-funded propagandist who produces children’s textbooks stocked with          
Islamic fundamentalist and jihadist rhetoric for supposed State Department educational          
programs in Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
 
In a recent example in ​2015​, the U.S. and Britain supported the Saudi intervention              
by providing logistical and intelligence provisions. The U.S. announced it was           
stepping up weapon deliveries to the Saudis, while Britain’s foreign secretary,           
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Phillip Hammond, has promised to “​support the Saudi operation in every way we             
can​” (Milan, The Guardian, 2015, “​US foreign policy​” ​. 8
The idea of how the corrupt and undemocratic regime of Saudi Arabia, which is also               
one of the most extreme religious countries in the Middle East since colonial times,              
and its fellow Gulf autocracies – backed by the Israeli prime minister Binyamin             
Netanyahu – are going to bring stability, let alone freedom, to the people of Yemen               
is beyond fantasy. This is the state, after all, that crushed the popular uprising in               
Bahrain in 2011, that funded the overthrow of Egypt’s first elected president in             
2013, and has sponsored fund movements for years with disastrous consequences. 
Thus, I have mentioned those factual examples with a specific purpose and            
significance to this project, that is to show that for the western powers, the U.S. in                
this case, discourse is used to manipulate the public, and all is about money. The               
support they give to the fundamental movements in the Middle East, due to their              
pivotal role, especially Saudi Arabia with the largest oil reservoir in the Middle East,              
in actuality protects the U.S. interests in the oil and gas of the Middle East. For the                 
Saudis, and Arab dictators it is all about enforcing the control of their people and               
their leadership. 
 
 
3.        Theory 
 
3.1. Issues of representation of the “other” 
Since the beginning of time, people have been finding ways to communicate with              
each other. Not only was it a necessity, but people wanted to pass on all sorts of                 
messages and communicate stories to one another and to future generations.           
Human beings, hence, created a whole world of signs and languages by using the              
power of images and signs to communicate. Moreover, people created a system of             
signs and symbols which included sounds, written words, images, musical notes,           
paintings, etc. to stand for or to represent what they wanted to express (Hall, 2003,               
p.1). 
8  http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/apr/08/us-wars-barack-obama-saudi-arabia-yemen  
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Stuart Hall was a cultural theorist and sociologist and he is mainly known in              
media studies for his “cultural studies” approach, which discusses the central           
concept of “representation”. The commonly understood meaning of this term is           
connected to whether the representation of something is an accurate or distorted            
image. But Hall argues for a new understanding that gives the concept of             
representation a much more active role in relation to the way people think about              
themselves and the world by arguing that an image can have many different             
meanings. This new view of representation is central to thinking about           
communication in more complex ways. Moreover, Hall (1997b) sees that          
communication is always linked to power and that those groups, who wield power in              
a society, influence what is represented in the media. This notion is essential to keep               
in mind throughout this project, as some of the United States political rhetoric will              
be discussed, taking into account the United States’ political power in the world. 
 
    ​3.1.1. Classification of the world 
On the other side of meaning making, is the actual practice of representation, which              
in an essence, is a process in which meaning is produced and exchanged between              
members of a culture through the use of language, signs and images which stand for               
or represent things (Hall, 1997a, p.15). For a representation to be successful in             
terms of meaning making, and in the way in which it is put together, it needs to be                  
based on shared conceptual maps, shared language and systems of representation           
“​the words we use about them, the stories we tell about them, the images of them                
we produce, the emotions we associate with them, the ways we classify and             
conceptualize them, the values we place upon them​” (Hall, 1997a, p.3). To put this              
into context, the marking of the ‘other’ through specific representations is only            
possible when the authors and readers share the same cultural values, which can be              
used to facilitate meaning making. Moreover, culture is as much about the ‘shared             
values’ of a group or society as it is about the people who belong to the same culture                  
interpreting the world in roughly the same way by sharing a set of ‘cultural codes’               
(Hall, 1997a, p. 4).  
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Besides that, people have complex systems of classification that help them to map             
out and classify the world in a comprehensive way. To communicate adequately            
with others, is to learn the same shared maps of meanings. The conceptual mapping              
in our heads is by itself a system of representation. Concepts allow us to store and                
think about complicated thoughts that are not immediately available to us in the             
world 'out there'. Concepts are a way of representing the world (Hall, 1997a,             
p.14-16)​.  
However, how do you know that the meaning you intended is what others             
understand? Concepts must find their way through language. Hall uses a broad            
definition of language, including electronic, digital, speech, written, music, body,          
facial expression, and clothing. All of these forms of language, whether individually            
or combined, make meaning accessible. Following this line of thought, this           
discussion seems to transition into the relation between meaning and discourse, as            
nothing meaningful exists outside discourse as Foucault argues (1980). 
 
3.1.2. Discourse and meaning 
Hall also argued that we need discourses, because discourses provide the framework            
for understanding and interpretation, in order to make 'meaningful sense' of the            
world. For example, any political speech or media product will only make sense in              
the context of the current events.  
 
3.2. Theories of Representation 
Hall distinguishes between three primary theoretical approaches of representation         
about how language is used to represent the world – ​that will be the basis to                
understand the concepts of representation. T​hey are equally essential to both           
communication and media.. They are the reflective, the intentional, and the           
constructionist approaches to representation. ​The reflective approach ​of        
representation is as such, “​meaning is thought to lie in the object, person, idea or               
event in the real world and language functions like a mirror, to reflect the true               
meaning as it already exists in the world​” ​(Hall, 1997a, p. 24). That is where               
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meaning is thought to lie in the object, person, idea or event in the real world; the                 
intentional approach of representation argues the opposite as the author or           
the speaker who imposes his or her meaning on the world through the used              
language. Therefore, words will mean what the author wanted them to mean ​(Hall,             
1997a). ​The constructionist approach of representation recognizes the        
public and social character of language. Things don’t have meaning on their own, it              
is people who construct meanings, using representational systems as well as           
through a certain set of shared ‘cultural codes’ with the author, thus, meanings are              
contextual (Hall, 2003, p.15). In other words, meaning is constructed through the            
used language (Hall, 2003, pp.24-25). 
There are two divisions of the constructionist approach ​which are          
the ​discursive​ approach, which is associated with French philosopher Michel        
Foucault (1962-1984) and ​the ​semiotic​ approach which was largely influenced by         
the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913).  
However, what Saussure failed to address were questions related to power in          
language (Hall, 1997a). Cultural theorists eventually rejected the idea that language          
could be studied with law-like precision, mainly because language doesn’t operate           
within a “closed” system as Saussure suggests (Hall, 1997a). 
In this project, I want to focus on the relationship between constructionist theory             
and representation where meaning and language are connected, one cannot exist           
without the other, and where language operates as a representational system (Hall,            
1997a). According to Hall: ​“​Constructivists do not deny the existence of the material             
world. However, it is not the material world which conveys meaning: it is the              
language system or whatever system we are using to represent our concepts. It is              
social actors who use the conceptual systems of their culture and the linguistic and              
other representational systems to construct meaning, to make the world          
meaningful and to communicate about that world meaningfully to others​.” (Hall,           
1997a, p. 25) 
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In a culture, language tends to operate across larger units of analysis, narratives,             
statements, groups of images, and whole discourses which operate across a variety            
of texts and areas of knowledge (Hall, 1997a). 
Thus, I would rather refer to Michel Foucault’s ​discursive approach that used the            
word “representation” to refer to the production of knowledge (rather than just            
meaning) through the use of discourses (rather than just language) (Foucault,           
1980). His conception of “discourse” was less concerned about whether things exist,            
and more with where meaning comes from. Discourse is always context-dependent. 
The American researcher and Professor of Literacy Studies James Paul Gee ​(2008,            
p.155) also uses the concept of discourse to describe the “​distinctive ways of             
speaking, listening, reading and writing, coupled with distinctive ways of acting,           
interacting, valuing, feeling, dressing, thinking, believing with other people and          
with various objects, tools, and technologies so as to enact specific socially            
recognizable identities engaged in specific socially recognizable activities​”. It is          
therefore relevant to state once again that, Foucault suggests in the Archaeology of             
Knowledge, that nothing has meaning outside of discourse (Foucault, 1972). 
 
3.2.1. The Discursive Approach to representation  
For Foucault (1980) the formation of discourses had the potential to sustain a             
“regime of truth” in a particular context. No form of thought could claim absolute              
truth, because “truth” was all relative; knowledge, linked to power, can make itself             
true. 
“​Here I believe one’s point of reference should not be the great model of language               
(langue) and signs, but that of war and battle. The history which bears and              
determines us has the form of a war rather than that of a language: relations of                
power not relations of meaning​” (Foucault, 1980, p. 114-115) 
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figure 2, Systems of Representation  ​ (Acosta, 2012) 9
 
Meaning is always produced within language; it is the practice of representation,            
constructed through signifying. As described in the previous section, the “real           
world” itself does not convey meaning. Instead, meaning-making relies on two           
different, but related systems of representation: concepts and language. 
Concepts are our mental representations of real-world phenomena. They may be           
constructed from physical, material objects that we can perceive through our senses            
(e.g. a chair, a flower, a tangerine), or they may be abstract things that we cannot                
directly see, feel, or touch (e.g. love, war, culture). In our minds, we organize,              
cluster, arrange and classify different concepts and build complex schema to           
describe the relations between them (Hall, 1997a). 
 
If we have a concept for something, we can say we know its meaning, but we cannot                 
communicate this meaning without the second system of representation: language.          
Language can include written or spoken words, but it can also include visual images,              
gestures, body language, music, or other stimuli such as traffic lights (Hall, 1997a).             
9  Acosta, Alisa “​Representation, meaning, and language​”,  2012 
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It is important to note that language is completely arbitrary, often bearing little             
resemblance to the things to which they refer.  As Stuart Hall describes: 
“​Trees would not mind if we used the word SEERT – ‘trees’ written backwards – to                
represent the concept of them… it is not at all clear that real trees know that they                 
are trees, and even less clear that they know that the word in English which               
represents the concept of themselves is written TREE whereas in French it is             
written ARBRE! As far as they are concerned, it could just as well be written COW                
or VACHE or indeed XYZ​” (Hall, 1997a, p. 21) 
Codes govern the translation between concepts and language. These codes are           
culturally constructed and stabilize meanings within different languages and         
cultures. (Note: although meanings can be stabilized within a culture, they are            
never ​permanently fixed. Social and linguistic conventions change over time as           
cultures evolve). 
Saussure referred to the form, or the language used to refer to a concept, as “the                
signifier,” and the corresponding idea it triggered in your head (the concept) as “the              
signified.” Together, these constituted “the sign,” which he argued “​are members of            
a system and are defined in relation to the other members of that system​” (Culler,               
1976, p.19). ​Therefore, in order to produce meaning, signifiers have to be organized             
into a system of differences (Hall, 1997a). For example, it is not the particular              
colours used in a traffic light that carry meaning – red, yellow, green, blue, pink,               
violet or vermillion are all arbitrary. What matters instead, is that they are different              
and can be distinguished from one another. It is the difference between Red and              
Green which signifies – not the colours themselves, or even the words used to              
describe them (Hall, 1997a). 
 
Therefore, our concepts operate as a system of representation, but still the circle is              
not complete yet. As previously mentioned, when people share the same conceptual            
map, they tend to make sense of the world in roughly the same system of               
classification. How would a person know that another is making sense of the world              
in anything remotely close to the way in which he/she is? It could only be possible if                 
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the sense you are making could in some way be expressed or communicated to the               
other. And that second move, requires that the concepts find their way through             
language into communication. Thus, the notion of language completes the circle of            
representation. 
 
3.3. The power of language 
In the following, I want to discuss the power of language as an important part of the                 
political representation. Thus, returning to the practice of representation of the           
‘other’, it can be identified in the United States political discourse, as it is mentioned               
before, that they sustain persistent representations and marking of the ‘other’           
through stressing the difference between ‘us’ and ‘them’. This is to argue that it is               
through the creation of binary oppositions that meaning, albeit reductive, is created;            
without it, there could be no meaning at all (Hall, 1997a, p. 234). Thus, the               
importance of representing difference due to its power influence to convey           
meanings in regards to the social order comes into being (Hall, 1997a, pp. 234-235).  
 
Stuart Hall takes his point of departure in Foucault’s definition of discourse, and             
focuses on the discourse alone, rather than the semantic aspects of representation.            
This is related to Foucault’s concept that knowledge has no power in itself, but is               
used to produce certain conceptions of concepts. That it actually does not matter if              
the knowledge is true, because if everyone believes it and acts on it, it becomes a                
regime of truth (Hall, 1997a, p.49). It is not necessary to have a subject for               
power/knowledge to operate. It is the discourse who communicates it and not the             
subject, which in turn, produces knowledge. The subject can become the object            
through which power is relayed, but it cannot stand outside of power (Hall, 1997a,              
p.54-55). Thus, the discourse is very important to subjects, since the discourses            
construc​t subject-positions where the discourse makes sense for the subject (Hall,           
1997a, p.56). 
 
According to Stuart Hall there are two systems of representation, the first is the              
'system' of concepts, mental representations and meanings we have in our head,            
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which enable us to refer to things both inside and outside of our own cognition.               
This system consists of ways of organising, classifying, clustering and arranging the            
complex relations between different concepts (Hall, 1997a, p.17), and we do this            
through noting the differences and similarities between them. This is our conceptual            
map that we share within our own culture(s). The conceptual map, in itself, is not               
enough, though, we need to be able to share and understand each other’s ideas and               
concepts by means of a shared language (Hall, 1997a, p.17). Shared language is the              
second system of representation. This is what we use to translate our conceptual             
map into common language "​The general term we use for words, sounds or images              
which carry meaning is ​signs." (Hall, 1997a, p.18). The signs make up the             
meaning-system of our culture(s) in the way that we represent and explain the             
meaning of our concepts through these signs, which are organized into languages            
(in a broad sense, also including visual images, facial expressions, clothes and traffic             
lights etc.). 
This common language is then used to communicate the ideas or our conceptual             
maps to other people. (Hall, 1997a, pp.18-19) Only by communicating these           
concepts to other people, are we able to make meaning of them. Furthermore, these              
two concepts of representation are necessary in the process of interpretation and            
understanding of the signs in which we encounter, because although they are merely             
signs, they carry meaning, and can be understood in many different ways, according             
to an individual’s conceptual map. If the relationship between the sign and the             
referent is unclear (abstract painting for example), the meaning becomes unclear as            
well. There are two different signs; ​iconic signs are visual signs and ​indexical signs              
are written or spoken signs (Hall, 1997a, p.20). 
 
When discussing the issues of representations, we usually face the issue of            
“stereotyping”, especially between the West and the East, which cannot be ignored.            
The Palestinian American literary theorist Edward Said’s work (1978) “Orientalism”         
defines the cultural and ideological representations of the Orient in the Western             10
10  ​Orientalism (1978), by Edward Said, is a critical study of the cultural representations that are the bases of Orientalism, the West’s 
patronizing perceptions and fictional depictions of “the East”. 
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discourse, in which the relationship between the West and the East is constructed             
according to a binary relationship that places the West in a superior position to the               
East.  
Furthermore, Hall argues "​Stereotyping reduces people to a few, simple, essential           
characteristics, which are represented as fixed by Nature​." (Hall, 1997a, p.257).           
Essentially, stereotyping is what Foucault focused on when he discussed the          
relationship between knowledge and power. The establishment of normality, by the           
ruling group of society, is one of the aspects of power; the dominant discourse turns               
the norms of all of society into dominant worldviews, value systems, sensibilities            
and ideologies, through the complex up-keeping of the cultural hegemony. (Hall,           
1997a, p.259) This solidifies that there is an undeniable connection between           
representation, difference and power. Power, as discussed before, here is not a            
physical power, but to be understood in more cultural or symbolic terms; it is rather               
a power of representation (to mark, assign and classify, to represent someone in a              
certain way) or a symbolic power (of ritualized expulsion) (Hall, 1997a, p.259). 
Also, Power produces new discourses, new kinds of knowledge, new objects of            
knowledge; it shapes new practices and institutions. (Hall, 1997a, p.261) Power is to             
be found everywhere, as it circulates. This is especially important when it comes to              
representation, because all people are influenced by the power of representation,           
whether they are the powerful or the powerless. No one can stand outside the field               
of power. (Hall, 1997a, p.261) 
 
People who are in any way significantly different from the majority often seem to be               
represented through binary extremes. (Hall, 1997a, p.229) People who are ethnically           
different are often interpreted in a way, where there is focus on their difference from               
the common norm. (Hall, 1997a, p.230) Images do not carry meaning in themselves,             
they signify something when they are read or interpreted in context with or in              
contrast to one another. The accumulation of the meaning of images is called             
inter-textuality. ​(Hall, 1997a, p.232). 
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Moreover, some representations go to the heart of cultural and political life – for              
example, gender, nation, age, class, etc. Since representations inevitably involve a           
process of selection, in which certain signs are favoured over others, it matters how              
such concepts are represented in the news, film industry, and even in ordinary             
conversation.  
 
In this context, the danger of the stereotyped image of the “other” is not an objective                
condition. It does not exist independently of those to whom it may become a threat.               
To illustrate this, “​the category of risk is a category of the understanding​”             
(Campbell, 1998, p.2), as Kant might have put it. Moreover, danger is the outcome              
of interpretations as danger bears a direct relation to the action or event from which               
it is originated.  
 
When talking about the concept of “Danger”, we cannot ignore the fact that there              
are certainly actual dangers in the world like dangerous diseases, extreme           
consequences of wars and accidents …etc. Nonetheless, not all dangers are equal,            
because each danger is interpreted in a different way. In other words, the             
characteristic that makes something dangerous is only process of interpretation that           
displays the many dimensions of danger. Moreover, that process of interpretation           
does not depend on the incidence of “objective” factors for its veracity (Campbell,             
1998). As for example, “​an interpretation of danger has licensed a “war on (illegal)              
drugs” in the United States, despite the fact that the consumption level of (and the               
number of deaths that result from) licit drugs exceeds by a considerable order of              
magnitude that associated with illicit drugs.​”(Campbell, 1998, p. 3) 
For example, and as Campbell argues, that the characteristics of danger in the             
American discourse were evident in the Persian Gulf crisis, and that is when the              
United States sent military forces to Saudi Arabia. President Bush declared: “​in the             
life of a nation, we’re called upon to define who we are and what we               
believe​.”(Campbell,1998, p.3). In this statement, Bush actually raises the idea that           
the boundaries of the United States self-identification are secured by the           
representation of danger, which is also essential to foreign policy. 
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Hence, when trying to understand the ways in which the United States foreign             
policy interpreted danger in a way of securing its boundaries, the analysis adopts             
neither a purely theoretical nor a purely historical mode. Campbell adapts an            
interpretative attitude in his analysis which is also suggested by Michel Foucault. He             
looks at it as a history of the present, meaning that his approach does not capture                
the meaning of the past, nor does it try to get a complete picture of the past as a                   
limited period. The history of the present shows a plainly contemporary orientation.            
For example, if we start with an incident from the present, this mode of analysis               
seeks to trace how rituals of power arose, took shape, gained importance, and             
affected politics. Briefly, this approach of analysis asks how some specific terms and             
concepts have through history performed within discourse (Campbell, 1998). 
However, the idea here is not to argue that the discursive has priority over the               
non-discursive, it is to be aware that the existence of the world is literally              
unthinkable outside of language and interpretation. In Foucault’s terms, “​We must           
not resolve discourse into a play of pre-existing significations; we must not            
imagine that the world turns toward us a legible face which we would only have to                
decipher; the world is not the accomplice of our knowledge; there is no             
prediscursive providence which disposes the world in our favour​.” (Foucault, 1984,           
p.127) 
Therefore, although Campbell argues for an analysis that examines how concepts           
through history function within discourse, and he refuses the distinction between           
discursive and non-discursive. If one thinks about the dimensions of “Identity” -            
personal or collective-, it is inescapable. Inescapable, as identity is not fixed by             
nature or social behaviour, but rather, it is constituted in relation to difference             
(Campbell, 1998). 
Campbell argues how difference is constituted, and this is relevant to the discussion 
of how the U.S. has represented the Middle East in terms of difference. Moreover, it 
shows how the constitution of self-understanding is achieved through the setting of 
boundaries that serve to demarcate an “inside” from an “outside,” a “self” from an 
“other,” a “domestic” from a “foreign.”  
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3.4. The mass media’s role in representations 
It is important to touch on the role of mass media, even though it is not the main                  
topic of this project, because the media is related to the whole intellectual culture. In               
addition, media is something the public comes in contact with every day. Media             
products possess a power of decision, they decide what’s played up and what isn’t,              
and the way things are structured (Chomsky, 1997). 
The media are not radically different from the political speeches themselves, but            
they are great at supporting and emphasising the discourse from the speeches. They             
interact and are interrelated, which is why they can be easily transversed.  
As there are certain parameters that must be considered in order to keep the scope               
of this project focused, I must address the fact that there are different media types               
with different aims, such as entertainment or news, which address the mass            
audience, but for the purpose of this project, the media is relevant because the main               
audience is TV-watching America, who will get their bits of speech metonymically,            
articulating a supposedly complex political analysis packed with expertise, facts and           
wisdom through media resources. The audiences in the room are part of the staging              
of TV-events, symbolizing a wide variety of audiences representing the various           
layers and forces in society. The genre paraphernalia iconically suggest this           
democracy, this president who has to answer to all kinds of groups in society. But in                
fact there is only one genre, and only one audience. The genre is what the media will                 
do with presidential talk: the fabrication of ultra-short, indirect, highly suggestive           
and iconic replicas of the president-as-communicator. And the audience is          
TV-watching America, millions of people who believe they see the macroscopic           
image through microscopic replicas of it, and who believe they are ‘informed’ by this              
telescopic suggestion. In a highly ambivalent way, the press is an accomplice, as             
they produce this reduction of patterns of communication sensed to be           
characteristic of a democracy. They have to: it supports their own ideology of the              
‘free media’ as the cornerstone of democracy. But the result is that the White House               
has an easy ride: they feed the press with the pre-packaged, rhetorical finished             
products, knowing that journalists will absorb the simplest and most naïve or            
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counterfactual narratives and reproduce them as condensed versions of weighted          
trustworthy ‘information’. The White House knows that this funnel offers golden           
opportunities to pump the politically desired master narratives to the American           
public and to repeat them over and over again. They know that this system is a                
system of propaganda (Chomsky, 1997). 
Thus the elite media, sometimes called the agenda-setting media, have an important            
role in reinforcing presentations and they are the ones with the big resources. For              
example, the ​New York Times and ​CBS television network​, ”​The people who read             
the New York Times—people who are wealthy or part of what is sometimes called              
the political class—they are actually involved in the political system in an ongoing             
fashion​”(Chomsky, 1997). They are privileged people who are involved in organizing           
the way people think and look at things like journalists, professors, managers etc... 
In addition to the power of the news media in setting a nation’s agenda, they also                 
focus public attention on a few key public issues with great influence. Not only do               
people obtain factual information about public affairs from the news media, readers            
and viewers also learn how much importance to attach to the event, and their              
assessment depends on the emphasis placed on it in the news. Newspapers provide             
a host of cues about the salience of the topics in the daily news, for example, the lead                  
story being placed on page one or other front-page displays or large headlines. 
 
The power game will drive the media producer back into line if s-he tries to break                
the mould. “​The real mass media are basically trying to divert people. Let them do               
something else (.......) for example. Let everybody be crazed about professional           
sports or sex scandals or the personalities and their problems or something like             
that. Anything, as long as it isn’t serious. Of course, the serious stuff is for the big                 
guys. "We" take care of that​.”(Chomsky, 1997)​. 
Most people believe strongly that they are independent individuals and not           
influenced by media. People do not like to think that they are victims of misleading               
media images. Nonetheless, studies show that media does have influence on the way             
people perceive reality or perform, even if people are not aware of or will not like to                 
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admit the media’s influences (Chomsky, 1997) For example, “​a five-year-old girl in            
San Francisco came home from school and asked her father, “What does it mean,              
terrorist? The other kids called me a terrorist.” Children on a school bus told a 7                
year old, “you’re Muslim, you did it ​.” (Wingfiel & Karaman, 2009) 11
Therefore, it can be concluded that the “elite media” plays a crucial role in              
maintaining, reinforcing and/or ignoring the political discourse and thus, influences          
and manipulates the public. 
 
  4.  Methodology  
 
            4.1 Critical Discourse analysis (CDA) 
 
Discourse Analysis is the study of texts that has developed from theoretical            
traditions and disciplinary locations (Gill, 1996), and there are a variety of different             
approaches to the field. Although discourse analysis does not produce broad           
empirical generalizations, the detailed argument and attention to the material          
produces an interpretation of the text and influences and shapes society           
(2000). Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) was chosen for the analysis part of this            
project, from the various discourse analysis approaches. 
I have chosen to use the CDA method in this project while analysing the selected               
quotes of George W. Bush because ​CDA is a relatively new field that has been useful                
in describing, interpreting, analysing and critiquing social life as it is reflected in             
language use as discourse (Luke, 1997).  
Following this line of thought, I am interested in Teun Van Dijk’s (1998) concept, in               
his book “​Ideology. A Multidisciplinary Approach​”, which asserts that CDA          
concentrates on the abuse of power, especially on dominance, examining how power            
in discourse is abused by controlling people‘s beliefs and actions to suit the interests              
of dominant groups, such as against the interest of the powerless or the will of               
others. He says that those who have power, control discourse. According to him,             
11“​Arab Stereotypes and American Educators​” 2009, essay by Marvin Wingfield and Bushra Karaman, ADC Research Institute. 
Washington, DC 
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social power is the result of access to and control of resources such as force, money,                
status, fame, knowledge and information. In the exercise of these powers, dominant            
groups through text and talk, may directly or indirectly coerce, influence, control or             
even abuse the minds of people through persuasion and manipulation. This means            
that those groups who control the most influential discourse also have more chances             
to control the minds and actions of others. Such power of dominant groups ―may              
be integrated in laws, rules, norms, habits and even with a quite general consensus              
leading to 'hegemony' (Gramsci, 1971, cited in Van Dijk, 1998: p. 355).  
 
In the following I want to look at the gist of Norman Fairclough’s (1995) argument               
concerning the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), as he presents it in his book             
“Critical Discourse Analysis: the critical Study of language”, as I'm interested how            
the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) integrates social analyses with linguistic ones,           
and to what extent that social practices are networked. CDA studies written texts             
and spoken language to reveal hidden ideological assumptions and related          
discursive sources as well as formations of power, dominance, inequality and bias,            
and how these sources are initiated, maintained, reproduced and transformed          
within specific social, economic, political and historical contexts (Van Dijk, 1998).  
Fairclough also developed CDA to transcend what he sees as a division between             
linguistic text analysis and social theory (Fairclough 2003: 2-3). Critical Discourse           
Analysis (CDA) stems from a critical theory of language that sees the use of language               
as a form of social practice where analysis seeks to understand how discourse is              
implicated in relations of power, which will assist the theory part of this project              
where Foucault argues, that discourse constructs the topic, defines and produces the            
objects of our knowledge, since nothing meaningful exists outside discourse; ​“any           
analysis of texts which aims to be significant in social scientific terms has to              
connect with theoretical questions of discourse (…) no real understanding of the            
social effects of discourse is possible without looking closely at what happens when             
people speak or write.”​ (Fairclough, 2003: p.3).   
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According to Fairclough, verbal or written language is both socially shaped and            
socially constitutive (Fairclough, 1995:p.131). This means that texts have causal          
effects in the sense that texts contribute to and bring about changes in our              
knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, values, and identities (Fairclough, 2003, p.8), but also           
that texts are shaped by social elements such as social practices and social structures              
(Fairclough, 2003, p.25). Texts are not just texts in linguistic terms, but are part of               
the social world and are to be understood as elements of social events (Fairclough,              
2003: p.8). 
CDA is defined as a three-dimensional framework consisting of: 1) analysis of            
spoken or written language texts, 2) analysis of discourse practice, and 3) analysis of              
discursive events as instances of sociocultural practice (Fairclough, 1995: p. 2).           
Fairclough operates with a relational and multi- functional approach to CDA: The            
analytical framework consists of several levels of analysis and the relations between            
these (Fairclough, 2003: p.35). Moreover, texts have different but interrelated          
“functions” or what Fairclough refers to as “ways in which discourse figures as part              
of social practice” (Fairclough, 2003: p.27).  
Fairclough’s approach to CDA is extremely useful because it provides multiple           
points of analytic entry. It does not matter which kind of analysis one begins with,               
as long as in the end they are all included and are shown to be mutually explanatory.                 
It is in the interconnections that the analyst finds interesting patterns and            
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disjunctions that need to be described, interpreted and explained.         
 
Figure 1: (Fairclough, 1995, p.98) 
 
CDA is also the analysis of the dialectical relationships between discourse, including            
language and other elements of social practices. 
Moreover, for analytical purposes, Fairclough differs between the “internal         
relations” of a text and the “external relations” of a text. Analysis of the internal               
relations consists of an analysis of semantic relations, grammatical relations,          
vocabulary relations and phonological relations, while the analysis of the external           
relations of texts consists of an analysis of the relationships to other elements of              
social events, social practices, social structures and other texts. (Fairclough, 2003:           
pp. 36-37).  
 
In the CDA section of this project, I would like to focus primarily on the external                
analysis of texts, but I will certainly draw on aspects from the internal analysis of               
texts when necessary for the purpose of this project. The next section will outline              
important analytical aspects within this framework. 
“​Critical discourse analysis (CDA) brings the critical tradition in social analysis           
into language studies, and contributes to critical social analysis a particular focus            
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on discourse, and on relations between discourse and other social elements (power            
relations, ideologies, institutions, social identities, and so forth​” (Fairclough, 2012,          
p.1).  
Therefore, texts are shaped by two “causal powers”: 1) social structures and social             
practices and 2) social agents (Fairclough, 2003: p.22). Social structures define           
what is possible discursively and thereby what influences social events, whereas           
social practices are “​ways of controlling the selection of certain structural           
possibilities and the exclusion of others, and the retention of these selections over             
time​.” (Fairclough 2003: 23). In other words, social practices mediate the           
relationship between social events and social structures (Fairclough, 2003: p.23).  
Schematically, Fairclough defines social structures as expressions of languages         
(linguistic elements), social practices as expressions of orders of discourse (network           
of social practice in its language aspect), and social events as expressions of texts              
(Fairclough, 2003: p.24). Social agents shape texts, what Fairclough refers to as            
“texture texts”, by setting up “relations between the elements of texts”. However,            
social agents are also constrained by structural restraints and social conventions of            
the time (Fairclough, 2003: p.22). 
 
Discourse figures over three ways in social practices:  
1) as one part of the social activity within a practice. For instance, there are certain                
jobs require using language in a particular way. 
2) Discourse figures in representations. Social actors within any practice deploy           
representations of other practices; they “re-contextualise” other practices (Bernstein         
1990, Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Thus, Representation is a process of social            
construction of practices, including reflexive self-construction when representations        
enter and shape social processes and practices. Third, discourse figures in ways of             
being, in the constitution of identities ñ for instance the identity of a political leader               
such as Tony Blair in the UK is partly a semiotically constituted way of being. 
 
In the following critical discourse analysis, I will discuss the representation of the             
Middle East in the politics discourse of the United States, which is employed in the               
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case of the war on “​terror​”. I will concentrate mainly on the construction of the               
“​evil​”- and “​danger​”- image associated with the ”​other​” and its relation to the             
construction of self-understanding of the United States. I have selected the post            
September 11, 2001-period that lead to the declaration of war on Iraq. 
The September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center in New York and on the                
Pentagon near Washington, D.C. were shocking global media events that dominated           
public attention and provoked reams of discourse, reflection, and writing. 
I have chosen George W. Bush because no other president has represented images             
about “good” and “evil”, “right” and “wrong” quite as often as he did. He famously               
declared North Korea, Iran and Iraq to be the "axis of evil". He constructed binary               
images of opposition to position the United States against the Middle East and his              
discourse is interestingly full of  moral terms to defend his actions and policy. 
To this aim, I have analysed selected quotes from 7 speeches held by George W.               
Bush after the September 11, 2001-attacks.  
The analysis of the U.S.’s political rhetoric and employment to discourse           
representations of threat, terror, and difference will assist to explore the           
representation of “​Self​” and the “​Other​”, which constitutes the self-understanding as           
well. 
It is significant to analyse these quotes from Bush’s speeches after September 11,             
2001, because they give an understanding of the U.S.-foreign politics, which           
reproduce representations in relation to the “other”. It is in official representations            
like political speeches where representations are produced, by establishing a story           
about “them” hurting “us” and “our values”, showing that “​the American way of             
life​” is threatened by outside dangers ( Møller Johansen & Kunding, 2002,            
pp.39-40)​. 
Moreover, the constitution of representing the “other” is achieved through the           
construction of boundaries and focusing on the differences that serve to define an             
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"​inside​" from an "​outside​," a "​self​" from an "​other ​", a "​domestic​" from a "​foreign​."               
(Campbell, 1998, p.9). 
Thus, the state requires discourses of "​danger​" to provide a new theology of truth to               
represent who and what "we" are, by highlighting who or what "​we​" are not, and               
what "​we​" have to fear ​(Campbell, 1998, p.48). 
Especially after the year of 1989, there was a renewed focus on the "Third World" as                
the primary source of danger to the West. There was increased focus and alertness              
toward new forms of danger such as "terrorism" or "Islamic fundamentalism. These            
images represent dangers that seem to challenge the long-standing and          
well-established modes of interpretation associated with the cold war (Campbell          
1998, p.7). 
This project uses the Critical Discourse Analysis, CDA, as a tool to study a few               
relevantly selected speeches from President George W. Bush. Most of the speeches            
were transcribed and published by the White House’s online-archive. The speeches,           
as texts, were framed within a special and uneasy political context, in which several              
parts of the speech analysed problematic arbitrated by concealed ideological          
assumptions and power relationships. The focus will be on Bush’s presidential           
discourse, where a coherent worldview exists. This view holds that the global arena             
can be understood as a conflict between the forces of Good and Evil, and that               
America is ―called upon to defend the former from the latter. By definition, this              
premise requires the identification of Evil, which is the enemy –an enemy that is              
pure in its Evil and that, by its very nature, cannot be engaged, offered              
compromises, negotiated with, understood, managed, contained, or ignored. It can          
only be hated, attacked, and destroyed. One way of achieving this is by using              
“legitimizing language” , language that will positively represent the favoured          
worldview or the approved approach to the global phenomenon, as well as those             
who support this view or approach. The use of legitimizing language is usually             
accompanied by the use of its counterpart, “de-legitimizing language” -language          
which negatively depicts the opposing worldview or approach, in addition to those            
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who hold these different opinions and values. Therefore, binary conceptualizations          
frequently take on the form of a polarization between a legitimized insider group             
“us” and a de-legitimized outsider group “them”. 
In the following discourse analysis, it will be interesting to note how George W.              
Bush uses the legitimized “us” and the de-legitimized “them” by using binary            
oppositions, and by representing America as normal, good, civilized, or something           
equally positive ​by distancing the ​”other​” as ​uncontrolled​, ​sick​, ​barbaric​, or           
something equally negative. In the position of the estranged, one could place the             
pagan, the primitive, the racially designated, the culturally inferior, the mad, and            
the wild. Thus, the “other” ​is represented sometimes as passive and sometimes            
threatening, or as everything which "we" ​are not. The "we" ​however, is rarely, if ever               
articulated in its own terms as completely empty of negative associations (Campbell,            
1998, p.104)​. 
Thus, CDA generates from a critical theory of language, which sees the use of              
language as a form of social practice. All social practices are connected to specific              
historical contexts and are the means by which existing social relations are            
reproduced or challenged and served political ideologies, this particular point is           
relevant for the analysis of  the selected political quotes made by George W. Bush.  
Thus, in this chapter, I will examine chunks of public discourse through the overuse              
and repetition of some keywords, such as terror/terrorism/Al-Qaeda for the          
purpose of maintaining troop security, home safety, and world peace, as well as             
expediting the global war on terror. I want to analyse such repetition for frequency,              
intensity, and effects. By doing so, the speech becomes more than just words in the               
text; it discloses how those words were used in that particular political context. that              
by discussing the images of the Middle East vs America/west for example, keywords             
like “terrorist” “threat”, “tyrants”, “killers” ...etc. are used in the political context to             
manipulate the people into accepting the measures being carried out in the political             
level. In the exercise of these powers, dominant groups through text and talk, may              
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directly or indirectly coerce, influence, control or even abuse the minds of people             
through persuasion and manipulation. 
It is important to mention however, that depending on people’s individual           
backgrounds, knowledge and power positions are different, and thus, they may           
interpret discourse in different ways. Therefore, the “​right interpretation does not           
exist whereas a more or less plausible or adequate interpretation is likely​”            
(Fairclough 2002; Wodak & Ludwig 1999). Despite the fact that CDA can also focus              
on body language, and utterances as the sources of discourse (Fairclough, 2000),            
this project will be limited to analysing only written language and visual images. In              
addition, throughout the analysis I will mention some “external relations”          
(Fairclough, 2003, pp. 36-37) of the discourse that consist of an analysis of the              
relationships between elements of social events, social practices, social structures          
and other texts.  
 
Data collection 
The data were obtained from the internet, http://www.google.com (see References          
for specific details). These were scripted speeches delivered by President Bush in the             
last decade (2001-2006). All of the speeches were delivered at different venues            
throughout the U.S. A total of 7 speeches were chosen, and the following quotations              
were selected from them as follows: ​1: Address to the Nation on the September 11th                
Attacks, the Oval Office- Washington D.C. September 11th, 2001. 2: Address to the             
Nation on the Anniversary of the Terrorist Attacks of September 11th from Ellis             
Island, New York September 11th, 2002. ​3: Address before a Joint Session of             
Congress on the State of the Union: January 29th, 2002. ​4: Remarks to the              
Community in Winston-Salem - January 30th, 2002. ​5: Address before a Joint            
Session of Congress on the State of the Union: January 28th, 2003. ​6. President              
Bush's speech on Terrorism, September 6th, 2006. ​7. George W. Bush, War Update             
- Fort Bragg, N.C. June 28th, 2005. 
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     5.    Analysis and Discussion  
● Discourses of threat, terror, and difference, and its relation to          
representing the “other” 
 
1. ​Address to the Nation on the September 11 Attacks , The Oval Office-              
Washington D.C.  September 11, 2001 
 
George W. Bush’s first statement after the September 11th, 2001 attacks: ​“Tonight            
we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom. […] On              
September the 11th, enemies of freedom committed an act of war against our             
country. […] and night fell on a different world, a world where freedom itself is               
under attack. […] Americans are asking: Who attacked our country? [...] Al Qaeda             
is to terror what the mafia is to crime. But its goal is not making money; its goal is                   
remaking the world─ and imposing its radical beliefs on people everywhere. […]             
The terrorists’ directive commands them to kill Christians and Jews, to kill all             
Americans, and make no distinction among military and civilians, including          
women and children​”.  
The first sentence concerns “us”: ‘we’ are in ‘danger’ and ‘we’ need to ‘defend              
freedom’. After that the focus changes to ‘them’: ‘they’ are the reason that ‘we’ are in                
danger; ‘they’ ‘committed an act of war’ against “us”/ “freedom”. By perpetrating            
this act of war against ‘us’─ that is, the U.S. represented as “freedom defenders”─                 
‘they’ are constructed to have attacked the entire “world”, President Bush becomes            
more particular as to who ‘they’ are. ‘They’ are a well-organized terror movement, a              
movement that spreads fear. President Bush, as in later discussed speeches           
constructs the attacks in the U.S. as a concern of the entire world: all people in the                 
world are affected by this attack on the “American way of life”. “They” are              
continually represented as dreadful threats. There is supposedly a “terrorist          
directive” that “commands” “them” to “kill Christians and Jews” and “to kill all             
Americans” and to make “no distinction” between “military and civilians”─ “they”            
even aim to kill “women and children”. I will argue that this sentence represents              
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several images: ‘they’ do not only want to take over the world with their radical               
beliefs, but that ‘they’ actually have the goal of killing civilians. Thus ‘they’ symbolize              
an extreme concept of “fear” and “danger”. There is also a uniting aspect: all              
Americans should be frightened. It does not matter what political views you have or              
what religion you profess, if you are a U.S. citizen and thus part of the ‘American                 
way of life’ ‘they’ want to kill you. Thus ‘they’ are given the aim of killing the people                  
of the ​U.S.​, and not only the government. Bush, here, is using the term “danger” in a                 
specific way to make all Americans afraid, and because he knows his power position              
in the country, he was successful in his efforts, and gave the U.S. government              
excuses to take the upcoming measures that they did against the Middle East. This              
is what Foucault (see chapter 3) discussed concerning the relationship between           
knowledge and power. The establishment of normality, by the ruling group of            
society, is one of the aspects of power; the dominant discourse turns the norms of all                
of society into dominant worldviews, value systems, sensibilities and ideologies.          
This discourse is supported by Campbell's (1998) notion, that the United States’            
foreign policy interpreted danger in a way of securing its own boundaries. This is              
especially important because all people are influenced by the power of           
representation, whether they are the powerful or the powerless. No one can stand             
outside the field of power (Hall, 1997a, p.261). 
“​Today, ​our fellow citizens​, our ​way of life​, our very ​freedom came under attack in               
a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts. (9/11-2001)” ​. ​This statement           12
contains two important principles that, the above stated have been attacked: ​“our            
fellow citizens” and “our way of life”. By stating “fellow citizens”, ​there is another              
reference to the American people, as in a direct intention to address all Americans              
as one nation. This attack is an attack on the American nation as one unit.               
Moreover, this attack is also considered serious ​by Bush, because it exposed one of              
the most important American self-identification ethics: “Freedom” ​to danger​. ​So,          
symbolically, all Americans have been attacked, in an act meant to target the             
American values and principles, that's how "othering" pushes people to have a            
12  George W. Bush, President Bush ​“ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS”​ SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
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tendency to differentiate the self from the other in such a way as to reinforce and                
protect the one self (see chapter 2). Here I can also reflect on A. Gillespie’s (2006),                
concept of "Othering" which is not only concerned with the other, but also with the               
self, such as how Bush identifies the American self as having a superior way of life                
compared to the “other”.  
​In the next statement, Bush states that: “Hundreds of lives were suddenly brought              
to an end by ​evil​, ​despicable acts of terror ​(9/11-2001).” ​Moreover, this attack is              13
classified as an act of terror and the term “​terrorists​” is associated with the terms               
“​evil​” and “​despicable”​. Thus, the term “evil” is used in this discourse to represent              
the “​other​” by means of representing ​“terror”.   
Also, Bush tends to put different terms in binary oppositions as in Hall’s argument              
(see chapter 3) about how the marking of difference and binary oppositions are             
crucial for meaning making. People who are in any way significantly different from             
the majority often seem to be represented through binary extremes. (Hall, 1997a, p.             
229). For example, when Bush uses the terms ​terror​, ​evil…etc. “​These acts of mass               
murder were intended to scare our nation into chaos and retreat (9/11-2001)” ​.            14
Therefore, there is a clear association between the terms ​terror, evil, and mass             
murder​. There is another example where Bush also associates ​evil ​with acts of             
terror​: “​Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of human nature (9/11-2001).”            
​Here the concept of being “evil” was ​elaborated on with the phrase, “the very               15
worst of the human nature.” 
In the following discursive reproduction of the American image, Bush explains what            
it was that the terrorists were directing their hatred against: “​America was targeted             
for attack because we are the ​brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the              
world ​(9/11-2001).” Here Bush expresses an exceptional vision, in relation to the            16
13  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” ​SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
14  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” ​SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
15  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
16  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 (cited 
December 2013); Available online 
http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
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American self-representation. The concept “​Freedom​” has always been used in          
American politics to define oneself and the American society. Such as in the Cold              
War, when the concept “​our freedom​” was used to explain why the enemy             
(communism) hated them.  
In the next statement, Bush uses the term “threat” to represent Iraq as a threat to                
the American nation and to the “​peace of the world​”. “Our second goal is to prevent                
regimes that sponsor ​terro​r from ​threatening America or our friends and allies            
with weapons of ​mass destruction​. Some of these regimes have been pretty quiet             
since September 11, but we know their true nature […..] Iraq continues to flaunt its               
hostility ​toward America and to support ​terror​.[……] States like these, and their            
terrorist allies​, constitute an ​axis of evil​, arming ​to threaten the ​peace of the world               
(​1/ 29-2002).​”  17
In this statement, he is linking the discourses ​threat, hostile, ​and ​terror to define              
the “​other​”. At the same time America takes the position of being the saviours and               
protectors of the peace of the world.  
Bush has used many other connected terms to represent the United States of             
America​: “This is a day when all Americans from every walk of life unite in our                
resolve for ​justice and peace​. America has stood down enemies before, and we will              
do so this time. None of us will ever forget this day. Yet, we go forward to defend                  
freedom ​and all that is ​good and, just in our world” (9/11-2001). ​. The connected              18
concepts in Bush’s quotes define America as: ​fellow citizens-our way of           
life-freedom-opportunity-just- peace- good. ​Whereas the enemy: the “​other​” is         
associated to ​terror-evil-mass murder-very worst of human being. Thus, we get the            
sense of how the self-understanding is also constructed in relation to difference            
(Campbell 2002: 14).  
Finally, the distinction between respectively ‘civilised’ and ‘barbaric’, and between          
‘freedom’ and ‘fear’, is an important line of division, separating the world into two              
17  George W. Bush, President Bush “​STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS TO THE 107TH CONGRESS” ​January 29, 2002; Available online 
http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
18  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush 
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different spheres with different moralities, this is the world’s fight. “​This is            
civilization’s fight […] And in our grief and anger we have found ​our mission and               
our moment. ​Freedom and ​fear are at war. The advance of ​human freedom – the               
great achievement of our time, and the great hope of every time─ now depend on                
us. Our nation ─ this generation ─ will lift a ​dark threat ​of ​violence ​from our                
people and our future” (9/20-2001)​.  
Thus, the personal or collective representations are not fixed but they are            
constituted in relation to difference. People who are in any way significantly            
different from the majority often seem to be represented through binary extremes.            
(Hall 1997a: 229). 
On the afternoon of September 11, Ariel Sharon, leader of Israel, himself implicated             
in war crimes in Sabra and Shatila in Lebanon in 1982, came on television to convey                
his regret, condolences, and assurance of Israel’s support in the war on terror.             
Sharon called for a coalition against terrorist networks, which would contrast the            
civilized world with terrorism, representing the Good vs. Evil, “humanity” vs. “the            
blood-thirsty,” “the free world” against “the forces of darkness,” which are trying to             
destroy “freedom” and our “way of life.” Curiously, the eradicative Bush           
Administration would take up the same tropes with Bush attacking the “evil” of the              
terrorists, using the word five times in his first statement on the September 11 terror               
assaults, and repeatedly portraying the conflict as a war between good and evil in              
which the U.S. was going to “eradicate evil from the world,” “to smoke out and               
pursue… evil doers, those barbaric people.”( Priscilla L. Walton, Bruce Tucker,           
2012, p.11) 
 
2. Address to the Nation on the Anniversary of the Terrorist Attacks of             
September 11 Ellis Island, New York September 11, 2002  
Moreover, Bush states unmistakably that the ​September 11- attack was an attack on             
the American’s national ideals and values​: “The attack on our nation was also an              
attack on the ideals that make us a nation. Our deepest national conviction is that               
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every life is precious, because every life is the gift of a ​Creator who ​intended us to                 
live in liberty and equality​. More than anything else, this separates us from the              
enemy we fight 9/11-2001)” ​. ​Thus, ​Bush’s statement here that the ​“creator”,           19
meaning ​God​, “​intended us to live in liberty and equality​”, ​makes this attack on the               
U.S. ​an attack on God’s own principles. Thus, the American principles, as Bush             
views them, are superior, consecrated and universal. 
This idea about the universal nature of the American principles and values, which             
should be protected by all means, goes back to the Cold War, when President Harry               
S. Truman’s foreign politics adapted the attitude that it is an American duty to              20
fight for the American principles to achieve security and peace around the world: “​If              
we falter in our ​leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world -- and we shall                 
surely endanger the welfare of our own nation (March 12, 1947)” .   21
Many of President George W. Bush’s speeches were filled with references to the             
United States being given a “mission” by the “Creator”. Bush’s speeches have            
exceeded those of his predecessors in the sheer number of references to God, but              
there was nothing unusual about a U.S. president describing the nation’s role in the              
world in religious terms. 
Additionally, on October 7, 2001 Bush adapted this notion when he stated that: “We              
did not ask for this present challenge, but we accept it. Like other generations of               
Americans, we will meet the responsibility of defending human liberty against           
violence and aggression. By our resolve, we will give strength to others. By our              
courage, we will give hope to others. And by our actions, we will secure the peace,                
and lead the world to a better day.”   22
Moreover, Bush also stresses the fact that the United States will win this war against               
the ​“evil”, ​as ​they have also done before​: “the nation has defeated tyrants and              
19  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS​” SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; Available 
online http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
20  President Harry S. Truman (May 8, 1884 – December 26, 1972) was the 33rd President of the United States (1945–1953). 
21  PRESIDENT HARRY S. TRUMAN'S ”ADDRESS BEFORE A JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS”, MARCH 12, 1947. Available online; 
http://congressarchives.tumblr.com/post/19180530498/todaysdocument-on-march-12-1947-president  
22  George W. Bush, President Bush “​ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON OPERATIONS IN AFGHANISTAN​” October 7, 2001; Available online 
http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf 
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liberated death camps, raised this lamp of liberty to every captive land. We have              
no intention of ignoring or appeasing history's latest gang of fanatics trying to             
murder their way to power. They are discovering, as others before them, the             
resolve of a great country and a great democracy ​(​11/9- 2002).”  23
Thus, it is to be concluded that Bush created the sense of binary opposition by               
representing “them” meaning the other, in a simple black and white way. “​They” are              
portrayed as evil people without an actual political goal. By this extreme attitude of              
depoliticizing the “​other​”, Bush expands the boundaries for what sort of actions that             
would be legitimate against the “​other​”. ​“Us” is portrayed as the good and righteous              
people, who live in a country where the concept of freedom is essential and the               
values and principles of that country are perceived to be on a higher level, morally.               
Furthermore, Bush reproduces old discourses from the Second World War and the            
Cold War to construct the image that it is the destiny of the United States to defend                 
freedom and justice around the world (​Møller Johansen & Kunding 2002, p.43-44)​.            
This is to argue, as Foucault (see chapter 3) did, that the power of discourse can not                 
be understood in other contexts, but that the historical, political and social contexts             
can make meaning understandable, such as when terms are expressed in a political             
event, for example : keywords like “freedom”, “democracy”, “the freedom”, “loving           
nations”, “the free world”, “we are proud”, “we shall prevail”, “we shall disarm             
Saddam”, “we shall protect the safety of our citizens”, “we shall protect the world”              
and so on. 
Thus, we can see as Foucault argued, that meaning is always produced within             
language; it is the practice of representation, constructed through signifying. The           
“real world” on its own does not convey meaning. Instead, meaning-making relies            
on two different, but related systems of representation: concepts and language. 
In this sense, and as Hall argues (see chapter 3), concepts are our mental              
representations of real-world phenomena. They may be constructed from physical          
or material objects that we can perceive through our senses (e.g. a chair, a flower, a                
23  George W. Bush, President Bush “​Bush Renews Pledge to Fight Terror​”  September 11, 2001; Available online 
http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_
Bush.pdf 
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tangerine), or they may be abstract things that we cannot see, feel, or touch directly               
(e.g. love, war, culture), which is the case in this example.  
Rhetorical Strategies: George W. Bush establishes ethos in his speeches, considering           
he himself is an American who was a victim of the attacks of 9/11, and pathos by                 
mentioning the innocent people harmed that day, and parallelism, through the use            
of allusion, when he creates this connection between God’s own principles and the             
American ones. That association helps the audience to feel comfort. He uses an             
instructive and demanding tone, which demonstrates assertiveness, and gives a          
strong manner of authority, for example, when he discusses the Islamic faith and             
provides fact and reasoning regarding the evils and malpractices of Muslim           
extremists. the power position in the world of George W. Bush that reminds also              
with Hall’s concept (1997b) (See chapter 3 ) about how communication is always             
linked to power and that those groups influence what is represented in the media.              
This is also the case in Bush’s discourse, he tends to classify others, the Middle East                
in the mentioned examples, in a similar manner, limiting them to those simplified             
and exaggerated characteristics that admit no possibility of change (Hall, 1997a). By            
means of speeches, Bush reproduced and exchanged meaning between members of           
a culture, in this case is the U.S., through the use of language and discourse that                
work as ​`systems of representat​ion' as Hall argues (Hall, 1997a, p. 25).  
 
3. Address before a Joint Session of Congress on the State of the Union:              
January 29, 2002  
On January 29th, 2002, President George W. Bush delivered his second State of the              
Union address. Coming just four months after the September 11th, 2001, terrorist            
attacks on the United States, much of the speech focused on the effects of the               
attacks and subsequent war in Afghanistan.  
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Perhaps the most controversial part of the president's speech was that he called              
three nations: Korea, Iran, and Iraq the "axis of evil", and asserted that immediate              
intervention was necessary to combat both the spread of global terrorism networks            
and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs​). 
The phrase "axis of evil" was created by senior White House speechwriter, David             
Frum. Frum later claimed that he had actually penned the words "axis of hatred,"              
but that the phrase was refined by the speech-writing team or the President in a               
subsequent draft of the State of Union address ​. 24
Some of the most significant presidential speeches, such as President Harry           
Truman‘s March 1947 speech, President Ronald Reagan‘s 1982 “Evil Empire”          
speech, and President George W. Bush‘s 2002 “Axis of Evil” speech, pictured a             
Manichean world of Light and Darkness, White and Black, with no shades of grey.              
Nazism, Communism, Terrorism, and all the (―isms) on the targets list represent a             
demonic force candidly opposed to all that was good, true, right, and pure. With              
such a force, there should be no compromise, no halfway measures. The choice             
facing America, President Truman argued in March 1947, was between two           
opposing and irreconcilable ways of life, between the virtues of democracy and the             
horrors of totalitarianism. In this way, President Truman manifested the Manichean           
outlook toward external political developments. President Ronald Reagan adopted         
the same dichotomous fashion, when he referred to the Soviet Union as an “Evil              
Empire”. By making such a rhetorical distinction, he gave overt identity to a tacit              
concept that dominated the Cold War for decades: the concept of Global            
Manichaeism. In a bipolar world struggle, the characterization of the Soviet Union            
as Evil automatically applied the opposite identity of Goodness to the United States,             
thereby creating a palpable Manichaean paradigm. 
Actually, Bush’s worldview is a “paragon of Manichaeism” as his belief that America             
had embarked upon a binary struggle of Good vs. Evil was the predominant theme              
of ​his ​presidency. The president and his administration invoked this starkly           
24  ​ Terrorism: Essential Primary Sources​ Vol. 1. Gale Cengage 2006 ​eNotes.com​ 18 Nov, 2015 
<http://www.enotes.com/topics/axis-evil-terrorism-essential-primary-sources> 
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dualistic theme repeatedly, to defend and justify a whole host of controversial            
actions. For example, on September 20th, 2001, the president addressed a joint            
session of congress and made clear that not only was the conflict America faced one               
between pure good and pure evil, but further, that everyone was compelled to             
choose one side or the other: ―”​every nation, in every region, has now a decision               
to make. Either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists​”. 
“​This is a regime that has already used ​poison gas to murder thousands of its own                
citizens​, leaving the ​bodies of mothers huddled over their dead          
children”​(1/29-2002)​. In this statement, Bush represented the regime of Iraq as           
being criminal by using the term ”murder”, denying the fact that when the Iraqi              
government killed thousands of Kurdish civilians with chemical weapons (the          
Halabja massacre ​) and other atrocities of the 1980s, the ​U.S. government helped            25
to cover up for Saddam Hussein’s regime by not acknowledging Iraq’s regime            
responsibility. American officials started to bring this issue up only after the U.S.             
ended its assistance to the Iraqi regime following its 1990 invasion of the             
pro-American country of Kuwait. “​This is a regime that agreed to international            
inspections, then ​kicked out the inspectors​. This is a regime that has something ​to              
hide from the ​civilized world​. ​Iraq continues to flaunt ​its hostility toward ​America             
and ​to support terror​” ​(1/29-2002)​. With this, George W. Bush connected the             
“other”, here meaning the Iraqi regime, with the keywords: “kicked out”, “hiding”,            
“hostility”, “supports terror” and in the same statement created the binary           
opposition by using the following keywords to present the American/western side           
by being the “inspectors”, and “civilized world”. The binary representations and           
marking of the ‘other’ that are created in Bush’s statements so far are black and               
white images, and as I have mentioned before, Said’s argument (see chapter 2)             
shows how the relationship between the West and the East is constructed according             
to a binary relationship, that places the West in a superior position to the East.               
Furthermore, to think of the factual situation, it seems that all evidence indicates             
that Iraq’s chemical and nuclear weapons program was destroyed during the Gulf            
25 http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/march/16/newsid_4304000/4304853.stm 
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War and subsequent inspections regime and that there is no clear evidence that it              
has since been resurrected. ​The inspection regime was imposed by the United States             
following Iraq’s defeat in the 1991 Gulf War. Moreover, the UNSCOM inspectors            
were not kicked out, but were withdrawn under strong U.S. pressure in 1998. In              
response to a series of heavy air strikes against Iraq soon afterwards, the Iraqis              
decided not to allow them back in.  
President Bush underscored the binary nature of the challenge facing America again            
in this speech. He announced that U.S. foreign policy would be devoted primarily to              
combating the threats posed by an “axis of evil” threatening the world: “​States like              
these ​[North Korea, Iran, and Iraq]​, and their ​terrorist allies​, constitute an ​axis of              
evil​, arming to ​threaten the peace ​of the world. By seeking ​weapons of mass              
destruction​, these regimes pose a grave and growing danger​. They could provide            
these arms to terrorists​, giving them the means to match ​their hatred​. They could              
attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United States. In any of these cases,               
the price of indifference would be catastrophic​…” (1/29-2002). The president‘s          
speech made it emphatically clear that America‘s enemies were not only hostile to             
the U.S. and threatening its interests, but also “pure evil”. They did not operate in               
isolation but as an “axis”, the historically familiar term designating Hitler‘s           
Germany and its allies. America‘s enemies were intent on America‘s total           
destruction and they were all part of one unified mass.  
The United States has consistently opposed calls for the creation of a zone free of               
weapons of mass destruction for both East Asia and the Middle East. The Bush              
administration is continuing the U.S. policy of nuclear apartheid, where the United            
States may bring nuclear weapons into the region on its planes and ships and U.S.               
allies like Israel, Pakistan, and India are able to develop nuclear weapons, but other              
countries can not. While all three of these countries singled out by President Bush              
have been linked to terrorist groups in the past, none have ties to Al-Qaeda and               
there has been no evidence to support the contention that they would pass on              
weapons of mass destruction to individual terrorists. On the other hand, there are             
far more real dangers facing America to be concerned with and the world already,              
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including AIDS, environmental destruction, growing inequality, and other threats         
which were not even mentioned in the president’s address. 
“​We'll be deliberate; yet, time is not on our side. I will not wait on events while                 
dangers gather​. I will not stand by as peril draws closer and closer. The United               
States of America will not permit the world's most ​dangerous regimes to ​threaten             
us with the world's most destructive weapons {.......} We can't stop short. If we stop               
now, leaving ​terror camps intact and ​terrorist states unchecked, our sense of            
security would be false and temporary. ​History has called America and ​our allies             
to action, and it is both our responsibility and our privilege to fight ​freedom's              
fight​” ​(1/29-2002)​. 
In this statement, we can reflect on David's Campbell’s idea (see chapter 3) that it is                
in official representations like political speeches where representations are         
produced by establishing a story about “them” hurting “us” and “our values” shows             
that “​the American way of life​” is threatened by outside dangers (​Møller Johansen             
& Kunding 2002, pp.39-40)​. ​Thus, the state requires discourses of "​danger​" to            
provide a new theology of truth to represent who and what "we" are, by highlighting               
who or what "​we​" are not, and what "​we​" have to fear ​(Campbell, 1998, p.48). 
 
4. Remarks to the Community in Winston-Salem - ​January 30th, 2002  
In this speech I have selected the following quotes from Bush where he shows his                
worldview as a paragon of Manichaeism. George W. Bush repeated the same notion             
that shows that America had embarked upon a binary struggle of “Good” vs. “Evil”,              
which was the predominant theme of his presidency. 
“You know, you‘ve heard me talk about this probably, but I really, truly view this               
as a ​conflict between good and evil​. And there really isn‘t much middle ground-like              
none. The people we fight are evil people​… ​Either you are with us or you‘re against                
us​. Either you‘re on ​the side of freedom and justice or you aren‘t​”​(1/30-2003). 
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5. Address before a Joint Session of Congress on the State of the Union: 
January 28th, 2003  
 
President George W. Bush's 2003 State of the Union address was delivered to a              
nation poised on the brink of war with Iraq, and the primary focus of the speech was                 
aimed at rallying the nation for support of military action. In his remarks, the              
president linked Iraq to the terrorists of AL Qaeda, who attacked the United States              
on September 11th, 2001, and spoke forcefully of the need to take action. 
“A brutal dictator, with a history of reckless ​aggression … with ties to ​terrorism …               
with great potential wealth … will not be permitted to dominate a vital region and               
threaten the United States​,”​(1/28-2003)​. ​The president was making his case excuse           
war with Iraq for months, highlighting the country's apparent possession of           
weapons of mass destruction. He had dubbed Iraq, along with Iran and North             
Korea, as part of the “axis of evil” in his 2002 State of the Union message. The                
American Congress authorized the use of force against Saddam Hussein's country           
that fall, and the action against Iraq began on March 20, 2003 less than two months                
after this State of the Union address. 
In this speech, ​President George W. Bush, uttered the infamous "16 words": "​The 
British government has learned that Saddam Hussein recently sought significant 
quantities of uranium from Africa​"​(1/28-2003)​. The American administration later 
admitted that the information was not correct, but that did not end the brouhaha, 
which spiralled into CIA-related controversies that dogged the Bush White House 
for years (Larry, 2010).  26
“​There are days when our fellow citizens do not hear news about the ​war on               
terror​. There's never a day when I do not learn of another threat ​or receive reports                
of operations in progress or give an order in this ​global war against a scattered               
network of killers​…{.........} This Government is taking unprecedented measures to          
26Elder, Larry, “ The WikiLeaks Vindication of George W. Bush” December 9, 2010 - Read more: 
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2010/12/09/the_wikileaks_vindication_of_george_w_bush_108195.html#ixzz3szz5tqoA  
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protect our people and ​defend our homeland. We've ​intensified security at the            
borders and ports of entry, posted more than 50,000 newly trained Federal            
screeners in airports, begun inoculating troops and first-responders against         
smallpox, and are deploying the Nation's first early warning network of sensors to             
detect biological attack. And this year, for the first time, we are beginning to field a                
defense ​to protect​ this Nation against ​ballistic missiles.”​ (1/28-2003). 
In the above mentioned quotation, Bush used many keywords in relation to the             
“other”: for example as being a “threat”, “killers” , a threat of a “biological attack”               
and “ballistic missiles”, but contrastingly, the American government is linked to the            
keywords: ”protect”, “defend”, “have intensified security” and will “detect biological          
attack”. The point I wanted to raise in these statements is how George W. Bush used                
the concept of ​“danger”, that resembles Campbell’s concept (see chapter 3) that the             
United States’ foreign policy interpreted danger in a way to secure its boundaries.             
In other words, Bush actually mentioned threats and dangers on the American            
nation by means of constituting difference, and this is relevant to the discussion of              
how the U.S. has represented the Middle East in terms of difference. Moreover, it              
shows how the constitution of self-understanding is achieved through the setting of            
boundaries that serve to demarcate an “inside” from an “outside,” a “self” from an              
“other,” “domestic” from “foreign.” Thus, the boundaries of the United States’           
self-identification are secured by the representation of danger, which is also           
essential to foreign policy. 
“.... ​And we go forward with confidence, because ​this call of history has come to ​the                
right country​. ​Americans are a ​resolute people who have risen to every test of our               
time. Adversity has revealed the character of our country, to the world and to              
ourselves. America is a ​strong nation and ​honorable in the use of ​our strength​. We               
exercise power without conquest​, and we ​sacrifice for the liberty of strangers.            
Americans are a ​free people​, who know that ​freedom is the right of every person               
and the future of every nation. The ​liberty we prize is not ​America's gift to the                
world, it is God's gift to humanity” ​(1/28-2003)​. 
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In the previous statement, Bush repeats the same concept about the universality of             
the American mission and principles of the world by representing liberty and            
freedom sacrificers and protectors, and connecting them as God’s gift. Here it is             
important to bring up that it is often in political speeches that American presidents              
tend to connect their missions and principles to religious terms, making them the             
ultimate good and universal actions.  
6. President Bush's speech on Terrorism- ​September 6, 2006  
“​On the morning of September the 11th, 2001, our nation ​awoke to a ​nightmare              
attack. Nineteen men armed with box cutters took control of airplanes and turned             
them into missiles. They used them to kill nearly 3,000 innocent people. We             
watched the twin towers collapse ​before our eyes​, and it became ​instantly clear             
that we'd entered a ​new world​ and a dangerous new war” ​(9/6-2006). 
In the image above Bush could have said 3,000 people died in the plane crash but in                 
order to make his audience aware of the “enemy” they were dealing with, but              
instead, he chose to use such a verb phrase: “our nation awake” and “we watched” so                
as to arouse sentiments. Clearly, the expression is used by Bush to depict the              
terrorist as a brutal enemy. As well as ​the imagery in these statements, which              
conveys the president’s larger ideological conviction. The keywords “Awake,”         
“nightmare,” “new world,” “instantly,” and “before our eyes” all provoke the national            
sentiments by appealing to the most vividly sensual and immediately perceptible           
quality of the attacks. “​We awoke, we saw, we felt”​; these “somatic markers”             
(Tuathail, 2003) became the very meaning of the event and, subsequently, given the             
persuasive power behind such representations of danger. They were images about           
what the threat of the “other” could be to everyone in the nation. That will also give                 
the American administration the excuse to wage war, and with these words, it             
becomes not only understandable but perversely necessary. This reflects on Van           
Dijk‘s (1998) idea of context control. This is because the speaker strategically took             
advantage of the context (situation, setting and ongoing actions) to discuss the            
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concept of terrorism and to manipulate the people into accepting the measures            
being carried out against the “terrorists”.  
“These are dangerous men, with unparalleled knowledge about ​terrorist networks           
and their plans of ​new attacks.​” ​(9/6-2006)  
“We will continue to bring the world's most ​dangerous terrorists to justice, and we              
will continue working to collect the vital intelligence we need to protect our             
country.” ​(9/6-2006)  
“Our military and intelligence personnel go face to face with the ​world's most             
dangerous men​ every day.”​(9/6-2006) 
The above three examples, reflect upon van Dijk‘s (1998) concept of power (see             
Chapter 3), which means that most of our beliefs about the world are acquired              
through discourse (Van Dijk, 1998; Fairclough, 2001). Unless inconsistent with          
their beliefs and experiences, recipients tend to accept beliefs (knowledge and           
opinions) through discourse from what they see as authoritative, trustworthy          
sources like scholars, experts, professionals (Nelser et al. 1993), and in the case of              
this project, the U.S. government. It can be argued that the use of such words as                
”kill”, “attack”, “enemy”, “tragedy” and “danger” are indicative of context control           
because the speaker, president Bush in this case, appears to have taken advantage of              
the situation: (the terrorist attacks), setting: (time and place), participants present:           
(security personnel and citizens of America) and mental representation: goals,          
knowledge, attitudes, opinions and ideologies (van Dijk, 1998; Diamond, 1996) to           
manipulate the audience to believing that the “others”, who came from the Middle             
East, are terrorists and thus evil.  
7. George W. Bush War Update - Fort Bragg, N.C., June 28, 2005  
“We are fighting against men with ​blind hatred and ​armed with lethal weapons             
who are capable of any ​atrocity​. They wear no uniform; they ​respect no laws of               
warfare or morality. They take ​innocent lives to create chaos for the            
cameras.”​(7/28-2005)​. 
In the example above, the act of terrorists taking the life of people was described by                
the speaker as killing. In the context of the speech “Kill” is meant to mean “make                
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somebody or something die”. Emphasis must be put on the word “make” because in              
this context the individuals did not choose to die; rather, death was imposed on              
them. This act could somewhat be defined as treacherous, especially when the            
speaker went on to say “innocent lives”. That is, the act was treacherous because              
death was imposed on the lives of “innocent people” who did not deserve it.  
Also, Bush carefully selected some of the most gruesome activities and referred to             
the other activities of the terrorists as ”atrocities”. He did this to ignite some sort of                
dislike from the audience. He also did this to gradually paint a bad picture about the                
terrorists so that perhaps all (Americans and non-Americans) would be against           
them as America needed allies to fight this war. In this example, it can be seen                
explicitly that, terrorism was emphasised and brought to the fore via the use of              
language. To equate the instantiations of the U.S. commanders to the beheadings,            
atrocities and other terrorist activities makes it possible for the audience to see the              
complex nature of the terrorist activities as well as how barbaric and diabolical these              
activities were.  
To summarize, from the analysis and discussion so far, we notice that Bush declared              
that “freedom” was at war with “fear” and “danger” at an early stage. Thus, in the                
process of discursively constructing the ‘war on terrorism’, the first representation           
of ‘us’ was the ​U.S. ‘us’ being the incarnation of “freedom” and ‘they’ being the               
representation of “danger”. Freedom is a persistent and frequent sign throughout           
my discussion and analysis of the empirical data. Bush ascribes the value of freedom              
to ‘us’ and the value of terror to ‘them’. The other discourses that I have come across                 
through this chapter are also structured in binary oppositions between “good vs            
evil” and “civilized vs barbarian”. However, freedom is not the expected opposite of             
fear. Nevertheless, in the context of a ‘war on terrorism’, it makes sense that ‘they’               
are represented as fear, as terrorism is defined as the systematic use of terror that               
can be seen as synonymous with fear.  
While Stuart Hall’s representation theory assists in showing how ​Bush was really            
good at representing different terms in binary oppositions proving how marking           
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difference between “us” and “them” through the use of binary oppositions is crucial             
for meaning making (Hall,  1997a, p. 229). 
I have also noticed through the analysis that images do not carry meaning in              
themselves, they signify something when they are read or interpreted in context            
with or in contrast to one another. The accumulation of the meaning of images is               
called ​inter-textuality ​(Hall, 1997a, p.232) 
Moreover, Foucault’s theory about the power of discourse was of assist to the             
analysis in showing how terms and keywords like “freedom”, “democracy”, “threat”,           
“loving nations”, “the free world”, “mission”, “we shall prevail”, “we shall protect the             
safety of our citizens”, “we shall protect the world” ...etc, cannot be understood in              
other contexts, but the historical, political and social context gave meaning to such             
terms when expressed in such a political event. In addition, it is important to note               
the importance of the ​use of language as a form of social practice where analysis               
seeks to understand how discourse is implicated in relations of power. 
In support to Fairclough’s CDA method, I have reflected upon Van Dijk‘s (1998)             
concept of context control and power as control, when the speaker, and in this case               
Bush, strategically took advantage of the context (situation, setting and ongoing           
actions) to discuss the concepts of the “terrorist” other and “threat” to manipulate             
the people into accepting the measures being carried out against them. This            
assertion stems from the notion that most of our beliefs about the world are              
acquired through discourse (van Dijk, 1998; Fairclough, 2001). 
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Conclusion 
This project is my way of answering my research questions and it is my              
interpretation on the issue; ​my claim to knowledge is partial and not all viewpoints              
are equally represented; I have instead presented the theories from the perspective            
of which I believe most successfully helps to approach and answer my research             
questions.  
The fact that such discourses did not come ​out of the blue or from only one side                 
should not be ignored . The Middle Eastern governments and dictators, after the             
colonial period’s aftermath, also assisted and encouraged such social images for the            
purposes of its own ideology and propaganda goals.  
President George W. Bush deliberately uses language to construct a binary           
opposition of good versus evil. Bush personifies the U.S. as a “moral”, “rational”,             
and “virtuous” agent while the “other” is represented as “threatening”, “dangerous”,           
“tyrants” , “terrorists”......etc. 
Nine days after the events of September 11th, Bush demanded that international            
world leaders choose sides in the ‘war on terror’, “Either you are with us, or you are                 
with the terrorists” (“Address to a Joint Session”). Not surprisingly, the tendency to             
depict the world in terms of absolute good and evil in creating white and black               
images will emphasise the good versus evil dichotomy. Bush depicts the U.S. as a              
global representative of humanity’s most noble traits and aspirations: “​in our grief            
and anger we have found our mission and our moment. Freedom and fear are at               
war. The advance of human freedom – the great achievement of our time, and the               
great hope of every time – now depends on us. Our nation, this generation will lift                
a dark threat of violence from our people and our future. We will rally the world to                 
this cause by our efforts, by our courage,” (“Address to a Joint Session             
9/20-2001”).  
The different theories assisted the analysis part of this project as for Stuart Hall's              
theory of representation that contributed to ​the analysis and discussion part of this             
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project to analyse how visual images, language and discourse together work as            
systems of representation.  
Moreover, Bush used ​sentimental statements that provoke the national sentiments          
by appealing to the most sensual and perceptible quality of the attacks which             
conveys the president’s larger ideological convictions, like with, for example, words           
and phrases of this sort: “Awake,” “nightmare,” “new world,” “instantly,” and           
“before our eyes” and, subsequently, give persuasive power to such representations           
of danger to everyone, in the nation.  
I have also used ​Michel Foucault​’s (1980) theory in relation to the theory of power               
and discourse​, in the analysis, it helped to show how George W. Bush’s ​discourse              
can be considered as a system of representation, and I am interested mainly in the               
“discursive approach” that used the word “representation” to refer to the production           
of knowledge rather than just meaning, through the use of discourses rather than             
just language (Foucault, 1980). The critical discourse analysis assisted in proving           
how discourse is always context-dependent. 
While I used Norman Fairclough’s (1995) argument concerning the Critical          
Discourse Analysis (CDA) to analyse the selected quotes of George W. Bush            
speeches, his critical theory of language sees the use of language as a form of social                
practice. It assisted in analysing the language beyond the scope of just the sentence              
itself and takes into consideration the surrounding social and historical contexts. In            
the CDA field I also used Teun Van Dijk’s (1998), idea of using discourse to abuse                
power, for example Bush used political discourse to justify the government’s actions,            
by means of using strong sentimental statements that have the power to control             
people’s beliefs and actions. For example, Bush’s discourse, exercises the          
representation of Middle Eastern images of “terrorist”, “threat”, "tyrants" ...etc., and           
directly or indirectly coerces, influences, and controls the public to the believe that             
the chosen measures being carried out against the other are valid. 
It is also important to mention that the issue of American political discourse             
representations of the Middle East is not a new phenomenon in American politics             
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and that can be regarded as a reconstruction of the old discourses where the world               
was clearly divided into “good” and “evil”. For example: the discourses “evil” and             
“freedom” are also used by President Ronald Wilson Reagan (6/8-1982), and as we             
have seen in an earlier example of a statement made by President Harry S. Truman.               
Thus, we cannot conclude that Bush came with a unique discourse, but simply that              
he has reproduced the old discourses. That gives a clear idea that the United States’               
representations and images about the “other” and itself have great influence on how             
they practice their foreign politics. 
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